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source for reliable quality electrical connectors, and wiring
supplies. Pico offers one of the most extensive selections of
tools and accessories for the automotive aftermarket.
Whether your application is agricultural, industrial,
electronics, marine or in the construction trades, we
have the materials and devices that you need.
Look for Pico quality products at your
favourite store or visit
www.picocanada.com
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Note from the Publisher

CONTENTS

o, the COVID-19 crisis is still with us and has put
a huge crimp on almost everything that involves
people gathering together. Although some motoring
and sporting events haves gone ahead, it’s all very different
to what we were used to in the past as now, events are run
without live spectators, relying almost totally on TV and
other electronic media for exposure and revenue.
It’s beginning to look as though things will be very much
in limbo for the foreseeable future as even the prospects of
a vaccine are looking more and more complicated. It seems
that while there’s no doubt vaccines will be developed to
combat COVID-19, the virus itself is already adapting and
morphing into different strains. This will make it all but
impossible to develop a “silver bullet” that can annihilate
the disease altogether. It seems the best we can hope for
is continued vigilance and care will lower the number of
cases and the new vaccines, therapies and procedures will
alleviate the severe symptoms some people experience.
Along with the hardships imposed by a global pandemic,
we also have social and economic unrest to deal with. Don’t
get me wrong, I know this has all happened before and in
some instances on a larger and more devastating scale, but
these are events that are new to a generation and somehow
in our modern age, they seem more difficult to deal with.
But deal with them we will and although the spectre of a
second COVID-19 wave is upon us for the coming seasons,
we now know more than we did in the beginning of this
crisis and we’re becoming better equipped to deal with it as
each day passes.
On another note, there were a few more sad passings
of late, among them, Grant Imahara, the personable
engineering motorhead presenter of the popular
Mythbusters TV show until 2014, succumbed to a brain
aneurysm at the relatively young age of 49. Imahara had
also worked at Industrial Light & Magic and contributed
to the special effects of several major Lucasfilm movies. He
will be missed by the many Mythbusters fans everywhere.
A revered NASCAR personality that has passed on is
Richard Petty's brother and legendary engine builder
Maurice Petty. On Saturday, July 25, 2020, Maurice, stock-
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car racing pioneer, and a legend in his own right, passed away
at 81 years old. Maurice was the chief engine builder that
brought Petty Enterprises it’s victories and he’s personally
credited with 212 wins. In 2014, he became the first engine
builder to be inducted into the NASCAR Hall of Fame.
Another sad event was the fatal crash of one of the
Snowbirds jets in mid-May. The Canadian military
demonstration team was leaving the airport in Kamloops,
B.C. when one of their aircraft crashed just after take-off
claiming the life of Captain Jennifer Casey, a public relations
officer for the Snowbirds. Final results of the investigation
have not yet been announced, but a bird strike leading to an
engine failure on climb-out has been suggested as a possible
cause for the crash. Although both occupants ejected,
Captain Casey sadly did not survive. The ejection was at a
low altitude and the pilot sustained injuries but is expected to
make a full recovery. The ejection seat system in the CT-114
Tutor trainers is also under review.
In addition, on Thursday, August 13, 2020, Canadian
racer and automotive entrepreneur Edward “Ed” Leavens
passed away quietly after a battle with dementia. Ed was
an extremely successful sportscar racer in the late fifties
and early sixties competing with the likes of Stirling Moss,
Bruce McLaren and other notables of the day. He drove at
Sebring for the BMC factory team several times and in 1959,
he helped set two land speed records for Austin Healey at
Bonneville. He was inducted into the Canadian Motorsports
Hall of Fame in 1997. Ed was the founder of Leavens Motors
in 1958 which grew into the Leavens Automotive Group
that now operates in the London and Southwestern Ontario,
Canada area.
We aslo lost Canada’s first truly successful woman racer. See
the article on Diana Carter that follows.
At any rate, that’s enough of the doom and gloom—we do
have things to celebrate, like the fact that things are slowly
and cautiously opening up and there is the prospect of better
things ahead. See my comments on the following pages for
more. As always, be careful, keep safe and thank-you for your
readership.
Doug Switzer, Publisher
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BETTER TIMES AHEAD...
Comment by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher
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There’s also been some press lately
of new, or rather ressurrected projects
within the racing world, especially here in
Southern Ontario, Canada.
As for the “new”, there’s been an
announcement that shovels have broken
ground on a new motorsports complex in
Oro Staion, just north of Barrie, Ontario.
The project is being developed as an
amateur sport and educational installation
with over 500,000 square feet of industrial
space along with a skid pad and a 5 km road
course suitable for bikes, vintage racers and
technical testing applications. Georgian
College is involved and the facility is
expected to open within the next 2 years.
Details about the course and entire project
are available at the ORO Staion website:
https://www.orostation.ca.
The other interesting local development
is the resurrection of the stalled Canadian
Motor Speedway project in Fort Erie,
Ontario, just over the border from
Buffalo, New York. This installatiion
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received all it’s approvals and was slated
to begin construction several years ago,
but apparently became bogged down
in bureaucratic fumbling and legal
interferences that resulted in several
financial backers giving up and pulling
out. At any rate, the developers have been
working away in the background and
announced that finances are once again
secure and the project will be going ahead
with a renewed vigour. After something
like six years in limbo, let’s hope so.
With recent plant closures and
downsizing in the Canadian automotive
sector, both these projects offer wonderful
opportunities for re-booting things for
the provincial and local economies. While
not only contributing to the sporting side
of things, these facilities are an important
investment in the automotive educational
and technical development fields. They
promise to add another dynamic dimension
to the Canadian and possibly the entire
North American auto industry.
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s I mentioned in my Publisher's
Note on the previous page,
there are some very interesting
developments recently that have given us
pause for thought and cause for hope in
these trying times.
Recent announcements of several
COVID-19 vaccines entering their final
test stages have given us a boost. Hopefully
within the near future, we can get a handle
on this pandemic and resume a more
familiar economic and social status.
While museums and other “spectator”
venues remain closed or at least open to
extremely limited numbers of attendees,
there have been a few events take place
both “live” and in the virtual world. These
run the gamut from the recent “Summer
of Porsches” event in California (See
page 00 of this issue of Moto|ology) to the
annual, albeit closed-to-spectators running
of the Indianapolis 500 in August, after
being postponed from its traditional May
Memorial Day weekend.

The recent news of
new projects and
technical advances has
us smiling again!
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HAPPENINGS

Some things are or have happened and some are postponed indefinitely.
With a second wave of the Corona Virus looming, we’ll have to wait
and see what happens next.
Compilation and photos by Doug Switzer, Moto|ology Publisher
Many jurisdictions are starting to experience a second wave of COVID-19 infections that are expected to last throughout the winter, so when things
will get back on track is anyone’s guess. Some museums, galleries and shows are opening in some areas. Be sure to check with your local venues.

T

his has indeed been an extraordinary year, and
unfortunately for the most part, for all the wrong
reasons. Many events have been or are being run, albeit
with some changes that seem quite strange and unusual to us.
NASCAR, IndyCar and Formula One are putting in a fairly full
season, but without spectators at their events. Most things on the
Airshow circuits have been called off as have most boating events
with very few exceptions. As things wind down into the fall and
winter, we see more and more events that we thought would
return, announce they are going to happen, then summarily get
cancelled or postrponed. As for what we can look forward to
in the months ahead, it’s almost anyone’s guess how things will
unfold, so we’ll just have to wait and see.
Given this situation, we remind all our readers that due to the
very fluid and uncertain nature of things at present, we cannot
guarantee any of the following information and urge you to
check with the relevent organizers to assure the latest, up-to-date
status. With that in mind, here’s a brief listing of some select
events and venues through the coming season, along with their
contact information...

THE LYON AIR MUSEUM
OPENING FOR FALL 2020
California’s museums and other publuc venues at present
are being allowed to re-open with certain conditions such as
social distancing and other precautions against the spread of
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COVID-19. Among those that are being allowed to open to the
public is the Lyon Air Museum at Orange County’s John Wayne
International Airport. Their address is: 19300 Ike Jones Road
Santa Ana, CA 92707. As an example of the type of displays and
exhibits you can see, please see the “Summer Of Porsches” article
on page 36 and the Museum’s ad on page 51 of this issue of Moto/
ology. For hours, exhibits, admission details and complete up-todate information please visit their website at:
http://www.lyonairmuseum.org

Note there are also closures for special private events so please be
sure to check their website at: https://www.warplane.com.

GOODWOOD SPEED WEEK
OCTOBER 16-18/2020
This one-time, virtual online event is being staged by the
Goodwood people as a way to bring the fantastic ambiance
and mood of the Festival and Revival to a wide range of fans
all around the world – without the risk and dangers of having

As we’ve been saying, the situation with the ongoing Corona
Virus pandemic is certainly throwing a wrench into things,
upsetting functions and events and not only in the world
of motoring and motorsports, but it’s affecting our day-today lives as well. The apparent resurgence of active cases
lately has the medical profession on high alert and it does
look like the feared “second wave” is upon us, at least in
many jurisdictions. With the threat of the re-impositioning
of lockdowns possible, any and all events that have been
scheduled are at risk of being postponed or cancelled, and
possibly at the last minute and with little notice. As we stated
previously, we urge everyone to check with the organizers of
these events for the latest on dates and status. Here’s wishing
you all good health and keep safe.

OPEN AS OF OCTOBER 4/2020
Canada’s premier warbird museum at Hamilton’s John C. Munro
International Airport in Mount Hope, Ontario has now re-opened
but is no longer open 7 days a week. The Museum will be closed
on Mondays and Tuesdays but is open the remaining days of
the week from 9 am to 5 pm with special conditions in effect for
visitors. Temperature checks and a pre-screening questionaire
will be taken at the doors and face masks are mandatory inside
for everyone except children under 2 years of age. The number of
visitors allowed in at any one time will also be limited and physical
distancing must be observed so please be patient. They are closed
on December 25th & 26th and January 1st only. They are also
planning a special virtual Remembrance Day Service which will be
streaming live via a local TV station. See their website for details.
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continued next page...

Keep on checking...

THE CANADIAN
WARPLANE HERITAGE MUSEUM

MAGAZINE

to actually attend in person. As they say: “The greatest elements
of the Festival of Speed and Revival will be combined into one
unmissable online event. Immerse yourself in this one-off,
interactive, three-day motorsport and technology extravaganza!”
There will be daily live streaming of racing events, celebrity
presenters and interviews along with a virtual paddock pass
and lots of other interactive tidbits to allow fan involvement!
Speedweek is available to watch online for free starting on October
16th. For more specific details and the event schedule, see their
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NEW Photo needed?

website at: https://www.goodwood.com/
motorsport/goodwood-speedweek/

their website for more information: https://
greatwarflyingmuseum.org

KEELS & WHEELS
CONCOURS d’ELEGANCE

2020 1000 MIGLIA

OCTOBER 17-18/2020 – CANCELLED:
SEE MAY 1-2/2021
The 25th Anniversary Keels & Wheels
scheduled for October 17-18, 2020 has
been cancelled and rescheduled for May
1-2, 2021. The Keels & Wheels Concours
d’Elegance is a weekend-long, nationally
acclaimed classic car and vintage boat
show taking place at the Lakewood Yacht
Club in Seabrook, TX, a bayside suburb
of Houston. The show attracts more
than 10,000 attendees. Keels & Wheels
welcomes approximately 200 cars and
100 boats, and has raised more than $1.8
million for local charities, while drawing
participants and spectators from all over
the U.S. and Europe. For more information
please visit their website at:
www.keels-wheels.com

THE GREAT WAR FLYING
MUSEUM
CLOSED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE
As of this writing, this small museum at
the Brampton-Caledon Airport northwest
of Toronto, Canada is still remaining
closed due to the coronavirus situation.
While it would be a pleasure to see their
Static WW1 collection and see their flying
demonstrations once again, it now appears
there will be no activity at the museum
until the spring at the earliest. That said,
we'll watch for more news and we’ll just
have to wait and see what happens. Watch
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OCTOBER 22-25/2020
The 38th running of the historical reenactment of the fanous Mille Miglia will
depart Brescia with 400 cars participating
that were chosen by a “Special
Commission” from several hundreds of
applicants. The application process was
closed in January 2020.
There have been ongoing reviews of the
COVID-19 situation and the organizers
have put protocols and precautions in
place to assure the safety of the public,
participants and organizing staff – so at
the time of writing, the event is still on.
“The most beautiful Race In The
World” is touted as the most important
vintage car regularity run in existance
and will follow a route around some
of the most scenic and beautiful areas
of northern Italy, finishing back at the
starting point in Brescia. The event will
reportedly be available to watch via live
streaming. for more information check
their website at: https://1000miglia.it/
events/1000-miglia-2020/?lang=en

FIRESTONE GRAND PRIX
OF ST.PETERSBURG
OCTOBER 23-25/2020
This, the finale to the 2020 IndyCar season
will reprtedly be held in St. Petersburg
after the original opening season event was
cancelled earlier this year. The organizers
say they have gained permission from local
and state authorities to run the event with
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20,000 spectators allowed to be present
as long as COVID-19 health and safety
protocols are followed. The St. Petersburg
Grand Prix will supposedly return to
its more traditional season-opening
spring date in 2021. For information and
directions, please visit their website at:
http://www.gpstpete.com

THE 2020 LONDON TO
BRIGHTON VETERAN CAR
RUN

endurance racing classic, postponed
from the earlier spring date. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, certain health and
safety protocols will be in effect, but in
spite of the changes and restrictions, the
organizers promise a great race weekend.
The traditional IMSA 12-Hour Classic
will run on Saturday. Supporting races
include the Porsche GT3 Cup Challenge
Series, the Alan Jay Automotive Network
120 Michelin Pilot Challenge and the
Lamborghini Super Trofeo races to be
run on Thursday and Friday before the
main enduro event is run on the Saturday.
For more details and up-to-date event
scheduling, be sure to check the track
website at: www.sebringraceway.com

BOAT & FUN BERLIN
NOVEMBER 19-22/2020
Preceded by the “GALA OF BOATS” on
November 18, this large international boat
show claims over 800 exhibitors from 14
countries showing well over 500 boats in

the massive Berlin Exhibition Grounds’
9-hall venue that had over 50,000 visitors
last year. Whether those numbers will be
repeated this year due to the pandemic
remains to be seen, but as of this writing,
the show is still a “go”! For more details
and up-to-date status, visit their website at:
https://www.boot-berlin.de/en/

2020 DUBAI
INTERNATIONAL BOAT
SHOW
NOVEMBER 24-28/2020
Dubai harbour is the setting for this very
high-end show. Expect to see over $700
million U.S. in superyachts and other craft
on display. As therir promotional copy
says: “Expect Big! Expect Elegance! Expect
Surprises!”. From the amazing display of
superyachts to an array of smaller craft
that even includes submarines there are
also gadgets, gizmos and toys that will
cater to any mariner’s aspirations. This is
definitely the show for the high-rollers!

For more please see their website at:
https://www.boatshowdubai.com/

SUN ’N FUN HOLIDAY
FLYING FESTIVAL AND
CAR SHOW
DECEMBER 4-5/2020
Lakeland’s Linder International Airport
is hosting this, their first combined Flying
Festival and Car Show at the Sun ’n Fun
Expo Campus at their central Florida
location. The venue will feature displays
of all kinds of aircraft from antiques and
classics to homebuilts and warbirds and
even hot-air balloons! Aerial displays will
include aerobatics and flyovers along with
the Central Florida STOL (Short take-Off
and Landing) Competition. Alongside
the aerial displays an eclectic collection of
vintage, classics, kit-cars and muscle cars
will also be shown with the opportunity
to get your car photographed with one of
the aircraft on site. For more details see:
https://flysnf.org/holiday_festival/

NOVEMBER 1/2020
Celebrating the passing into law of the
“Locomotive On The Highway Act” of
1896, in which it was officially allowed
that motorcars or “light locomotives”
could travel on public roads in excess of
the previously enforced 4MPH speed limit
– which was now raised to an astonishing
14MPH! It also celebrated the earlier
repeal of the hated “Red Flag Law” which
stipulated motorcars had to be preceeded
by a person walking with a red flag. This
“Emancipation Run” was first made from
Hyde Park in London to the seaside in
Brighton 120 years ago and makes this the
longest-running motoring event still in
existance. This year hundreds of pre-1905
cars will take part in the historic 60-mile
excursion. Please see the run’s website at:
https://www.veterancarrun.com/welcome

IMSA MOBILE 1
12 HOURS OF SEBRING
RE-SCHEDULED FOR
NOVEMBER 11-14/2020
Sebring International Raceway is once
again putting on the annual 12-Hour
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Photo by Lawrence Hacking

Lawrence is joining us to share his
extensive motorsports knowledge and
experience. Lawrence is a true motorsports
enthusiast who has raced motorcycles,
cars and off-road trucks since 1971. He
has competed in motocross, ice racing,
enduro, cross-country and road racing on
motorcycles. He has worked as a journalist
since 2001 having articles published in
Cycle Canada, Motocross Performance,
The Toronto Star, the AMA magazine in
the US, Bigtank and Rider magazines in
Japan and numerous websites. He is noted
as being the first Canadian to complete
the notorious 21-day Paris-Dakar Rally in
2001 and has a book published by ECW
Press about that exploit called To Dakar
and Back.

Lawrence has competed in numerous
off-road and pavement rallies and races
including the Targa Newfoundland, Rally
Mongolia, the Baja 1000, The Mexican
1000, the Vegas to Reno desert race, the
Parker 425 in Arizona, the Gotland Grand
National in Sweden, Rally du Maroc and
the International Six Days Enduro or
ISDE 6 times in three different decades –
completing each one. The ISDE or ISDT is
considered the Olympics of motorcycling,
having tested men and machines since 1913.
Lawrence has competed in many
countries around the World on adventure
rides or races including Australia, India,
Namibia, South Africa, Morocco, Senegal,
Mali, Mauritania, USA, Mexico, Canada,
South Africa, Egypt, Japan and most
Western European countries.

ROYCE RUMSEY

ROB REITH

Rob was bitten with the boating bug
early in his youth. Right after he built
his first motoring project, an astounding
Corvair-powered Myers Manx dune
buggy, Rob decided he needed a boat, so
he got a set of “GlenL” plans and built
his own runabout. Later in life, as he
navigated his way through establishing a
successful auto parts supply and marketing
business, Rob became enamoured with
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the creations of Don Aronow. Aronow
had made a name for himself racing and
designing powerboats and establishing
several high-profile brands such as
Formula, Magnum, Cigarette and Donzi.
The Donzi boats were to be Rob’s passion
and to date, he’s owned 3 of them! Here
in this issue of Moto/ology, Rob tells us of
the joys, trials and pitfalls of finding and
restoring an almost 50-year-old Donzi 16foot runabout, the Donzi “Sweet Sixteen”.

Photo by Royce Rumsey

LAWRENCE HACKING

He currently calls Georgetown, Ontario,
Canada home.
In this fall issue of Moto|ology, Lawrence
tells us the tale of his father’s first new car,
or rather, van. In 1967, Hacking Sr. bought
a VW camper and shipped it to India
with his family where he was assigned to
engineering work on India’s first nuclear
electric power plant. The saga gets more
interesting from there! See page 52 for the
entire story.

Photo by Marcelle Reith

Once again, we have some new contributors here at Moto|ology. Along
with our now-regular writers, we have some new faces to put with
the names! We hope you, our readers will be as entertained with their
stories as we are!

Photos by Doug Switzer

ALL ABOARD, AGAIN.
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Royce is back with us once again this
issue and brings us an overview of one of
the rare events taking place in California
in these trying COVID-times. His
fantastic photos from the “Summer Of
Porsche” Event (See page 36) at the Lyon
Air Museum at Orange County’s John
Wayne Airport lifts our spirits and helps
us look forward to more happy events in
the hopefully near future. For those who
may be unfamiliar, this is Royce’s second
contribution to Moto|ology and we’re proud
and honoured to have him! Royce is from
Laguna Beach, California and is an awardwinning photographer and automotive
journalist who also has several product

design awards and patents to his credit.
He’s been an official photographer for
Mercedes-Benz since 2009, and is a USA
and Classic Ambassador for Drive-Tribe.
His professional photo work for RollsRoyce Motorcars, Bentley Motors and the
Bentley Owner’s Club as well as Ferrari
and Fiat-Chrysler is well-known. He
has also done work for the Acura Motor
Division of Honda Corp. and has over 20
published photo-articles in international
automotive and luxury lifestyle magazines.
Royce has developed an automotive
photographic style of “dynamic fidelity”
resulting in dramatic images that better
demonstrate a car’s presence and character.
Royce’s work has been honoured in
Business Week, TIME Magazine’s annual
10 Best of the Year issues, WIRED
Communication Arts publications and
has been featured along with Peter LIk
and Annie Liebowitz in the prestigious
WORLD magazine as well as being
featured in Star Magazine and Trend Prive
publications.
He’s won numerous awards including
Time and Business Week 10 Best of the
Year awards for Product Design, Index
award: World Finalist 2005-06 for Product
Design, Design of the Decade 2000-2010
for Product Design. The IDSA Gold
Award for Product Design (twice), The
Communication Arts Gold Award for
photography and three International
Automotive Media Corporation Gold
Awards for Photography, along with a
Silver.
As we’ve said before, we’re proud and
honoured to have Royce on the Moto|ology
team of contributors!
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TIM MILLER

Readers will be familiar with Tim Miller
as he’s been another valued Moto|ology

KEN VAN WYCK

Moto|ology readers will by now be
familiar with Ken, our resident 2-wheeled
touring specialist. As a true, beleathered
motorcycle enthusiast, Ken has been riding
bikes since his early years when his late
father introduced him to the joys of twowheeling.
Usually every summer, Ken takes off
for extended cross-country and crosscontinent tours both with his fellow bikerfriends and sometimes all on his own to
experience the freedom of the open road
upon two wheels.
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Pete is another one of our Moto|ology
contributors that has been with us from
the very beginning. Pete has extensive
experience in the club-racing and vintage
scene. He’s been an active member of the
Vintage Automobile Racing Association of
Canada for years and has served in various
capacities on the club’s Board of Directors.
Pete raced a vintage Kelly Formula Vee car
and brought his son into the sport with a
beautifully-restored Zink Club Formula
Ford.
In his own words: “I wouldn’t say I’m that
much of a gearhead, per se, more of a motor
racing fanatic. My parents took me to the
now long-defunct Edenvale airport circuit
circa 1957, and the seed was planted. My
interest in racing over the years developed
an interest in photography. I don’t really
consider myself an artistic photographer,

Photo by Doug Switzer

PETER VICCARY

Photos by Doug Switzer

John is also one of our original team of
contributors, ex-teacher and Formula Vee
racer, John Wright has been with us since
issue Number One. John was influenced
at an early age by his father and an uncle
who was a test-driver for the Ford Motor
Company.
The elder Wrights had the loan of a
Police Interceptor demonstrator and went
looking for people to race — this made a
big impression on young John!
After dabbling in drag racing and ovals,
road-racing caught his fancy and finally
he became the owner/driver of a Chinook
Formula Vee in the early 70’s. After a bad
crash at Mosport that caused some fairly
serious injuries, he repaired the car, but

Photo by Tim Miller

JOHN WRIGHT

Ken is back with us once again in this
issue to regale us with more “Views From
The Saddle”. This time around he recounts
the tale of his extended tour on a vintage
Harley. His friends thought he was crazy
to attempt such an undertaking on an
old bike, but apart from some hilarious
moments, the adventure proved to be worth
the risks. Read all about it on page 64.

contributor from our very beginning and
has given us some fascinating insights into
automotive and mechanical history.
Tim was inducted as a journalist into the
Canadian Motorsport Hall of Fame and
comes to us after writing for the Toronto
Star’s WHEELS magazine and Inside
Track magazine. Tim also has several
motorsports books for Firefly Books and
Tundra Books to his credit.
Tim’s been writing about autos since the
mid-1970s and was the editor of Wheelspin
News. His articles have appeared in
Cars & Parts, Hemming’s Motor News,
The Canadian International Auto Show
Program, and he’s contributed extensively
to Formula Media Group covering
motorsports and automotive history. He’s
also provided press material for several
Canadian auto racing facilities and series
and is a member of the Automobile
Journalist’s Association of Canada.
Tim’s interests include a passion for
railway history and we look forward to him
bringing us some interesting stories of this
early mode of mechanized transportation
in future issues.
Tim has covered many forms of
racing, car-shows and various industry
happenings. We’re thrilled to have Tim as a
contributor and always look forward to his
musings.

Photo by Ken Van Wyck

Photo by John Wright

promptly blew the engine, thus ending his
race-driving career.
John found his niche in writing after he
retired from teaching. He has written for
Victory Lane magazine, and interviewed
many motorsports celebrities and behindthe-scenes personalities. John covers race
events, auto shows, concours d’élegance
and more. Read John’s interview with
Eldon Rasmussen on page 18 in this issue
of Moto|ology and we can look forward to
hearing more from him and his subjects in
future issues!

more a recorder of events. I think that
approach comes from the fact that I was a
history major in University.
In 2006 I decided to jump the fence
from spectator to participant, and
purchased a Formula Vee. My son Shane
joined me the next year and we have
evolved into Gladiator Road Racing. A
series of FVs followed the first one, until a
few years ago we decided to
purchase a Formula Ford.
I still own the original Vee,
a Kelly, and the Formula
Ford, a Zink. I have decided
(temporarily at least) to
vacate the racing seat and
concentrate on Shane’s
racing. He has two sons
who might be vying for a
seat in a few years. For me,
racing is all about family.
I have a treasure chest
full of racing stories and
photos which I will regale
you with in Moto|ology as
and when our master, Mr.
Switzer, calls upon me. This
is a great magazine, Doug,
and I wish all the best
success.”
Thanks Pete! Glad to
have you with us!
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ANOTHER
PASSING

was big news in Canada back at that time – it had never been done
by a woman and in spite of the often mysogynistic and sometimes
condescending attitudes of the time, she was now a popular subject
for the sporting media.
Her winning ways formed a repetitive pattern and throughout the
sixties, Diana raced very successfully in sedan (Touring) cars, where
she won upwards of 40 events and several championships including
her first, the Canadian Race Driver’s Association’s over 2500cc
Touring Class Championship in 1963. With that, she became the
first woman to win a Canadian championship. She went on to win
sportscar races in a Sunbeam Alpine and won a 3-hour endurance
race at Moport with co-driver Shirley Bowles.
She was also very successfull in rallying. Among her most notable
rally endeavours include the grueling, cross-Canada Shell 4000 Rally,
in which she won the coveted Coupe des Dames 3 times.
She competed in a Formula Vee race at the 1966 Nassau Speed
Weeks and won against the likes of Denise McCluggage and Janet
Guthrie who went on in 1977 to be the first woman to successfully
qualify and race in the Indianapolis 500.
Diana raced at most of the Canadian “airfield” venues of the day
like Edenvale, Green Acres, Goderich, Harewood Acres and of course
the new-at-the-time, purpose-built facility, Mosport Park (now

Diana Carter
By Doug Switzer,
Moto|ology Publisher

T

Photos courtesy of Phil Lamont

ime marches on and it seems the loss of remarkable
individuals becomes more and more inevitable. This past
September marked the passing of one of those people.
Outwardly, Diana Carter was an unnassuming woman who just
happened to be Canada’s first really successful female racing driver.
After her graduation from high-school in Toronto, Canada,
she tookup with a young man, Jerry Polivka who was enamoured
with auto racing and a budding race-driver himself. This love of
the sport rubbed off on Diana and with Jerry’s encouragement
and coaching, she decided to try her hand at driving as well. In her
first novice race at St Eugene, Quebec, she bested the rest of the
all-male field and won outright! Beating all 19 male competitors
Canada’s Diana Carter was very successful racing Volvos in the Touring
car classes in the mid-sixties. She went head-to-head with her male
counterparts and much to their surprise, very often beat them. In 1963
she bacame the first woman in Canada to win at a motor racing series,
taking the over 2500cc CRDA Touring Car Championship.

Above: Two of Diana’s contemporary publicity shots from her racing and rallying days.
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known as Canadian Tire Motorsport Park).
She also ran in a race at the now-closed
Westwood Circuit in British Columbia.
During her racing career, Diana also
served as the Circulation Manager at
Canada Track and Traffic magazine and
took on many additional tasks there
according to her contemporaries. Easygoing but demanding and meticulous, she
was a pleasure to work with and endeared
herself to those that knew her. According to
her life-long friend, Phil Lamont: “She was
accomplished at anything she tried.”
After her marriage to Jerry Polivka, she
joined Roger Penske’s operations and took
on the role of the first director of public
relations when he took over the Michigan
Superspeedway near Jackson, Michigan in
the early 70’s. She also took on the same
duties at Texas World Speedway in College
Station, Texas. After that, she retired from
motorsports completely and worked in
advertising in Oregon before moving to
her residence in Ladysmith, on Vancouver
Island in British Columbia.
Diana was inducted into the Canadian
Motorsport Hall of Fame in 2013 and
passed away at the age of 83 on September
28th 2020 at her home in Ladysmith. She
is remembered fondly by her many fans,
friends and fellow competitors.
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BUILD, AND
THEY WILL
COME

ELDON RASMUSSEN,
VETERAN DRIVER AND
CONSTRUCTOR
Unless you are from Alberta you may
not have heard of Eldon Rasmussen.
Now in his mid-eighties, he lives in
Indianapolis but he’s originally from
Alberta and is a long time circle-track
racer and one-time mechanic for Peter
Revson. This is an interview I did years
back in 2005 when I went to the Indy
500 and stayed with Eldon at his house.
Interview by John Wright, Moto|ology
Contributor with photos courtesy of the
Eldon Rasmussen Family Collection and the
Canadian Automotive Collection of the
Canadian Motorsports Hall of Fame Archives

E

ldon Rasmussen was the second
Canadian (After Billy Foster) to race in
the Indianapolis 500 in the modern era.
Eldon and Billy were supermodified drivers

Here's me aged 9, with my cousin Eleanor and my 1945 Soapbox Derby car.

who had competed in the Canadian American
Modified Racing Association or CAMRA series,
which promoted races in western Canada and the
western U.S.A.
Eldon started racing seriously in 1952 in a
modified Model T racer and went on to make more
than 600 starts with the touring CAMRA series.
He won many local championships and at one time
finished second in the CAMRA series competing
against such opposition as Art Pollard, Billy Foster,
Jim Malloy, and Tom and Jerry Sneva, all of whom
followed Billy and Eldon to the Indianapolis track.
In 1967, Eldon moved to Indianapolis, Indiana
Qualifying photo from the 1977 Indianapolis 500.

where he lives and works today. Over his career in Indy
cars and sprints, he ran more than 50 USAC sprint car
races before concentrating on Indy cars and building
his own Ras-Cars. He qualified for three Indy 500s
in 1975, 1977, and 1979 as well as 10 other 500-mile
races at Pocono, and Ontario, California. He also kept
busy by racing in 36 USAC short-track races for Indy
cars. After a catastrophic accident at Pocono in 1979
where he went into the wall after a tire puncture, he
retired from racing. In between racing other peoples’
cars he was also active in repairing, engineering and
fabricating race-cars as well as designing his own
race-cars, the Ras-Cars, which he also raced in a
number of USAC races. An innovative designer, he
built some of the first wings for Indy cars such as for
Jim Hall’s Chaparral Indycar which won the 1980
Indy 500 driven by Johnnie Rutherford. Eldon also
designed the first wing for a drag racer, Gary Beck.
Beck went on to a Top Fuel U.S. Nationals victory. Still
in the drag racing vein, he built the first tall wing in
NHRA racing for the famous Joe Amato, another drag
racing champion. He was inducted into the Canadian
Motorsport Hall of Fame in 2001.
Today, he does repair and fabrication for various
Indy car teams as well as working at the creation of an
aluminum Corvette-engined Lamborghini Murcielago
replica with Indy car suspension. John Wright caught
up to this busy man over the weekend of the Indy 500
at his home in Indianapolis.
JW: You have certainly seen changes in the design of
racing cars, track layout and safety concerns over the
years, have you not Eldon?
Eldon Rasmussen: You know, when I started racing
with a Model T-powered car I wore a leather flying
helmet, a white cotton T-shirt and white Levis. They
would have burned readily. The cars have changed so
much and are much safer and the tracks are also much
safer, but it is still a dangerous sport.
JW: Tell me about your first racecar.
Eldon Rasmussen: Besides the soap-box racer I
built when I was eight years old? Okay. In 1956 I built a
’34 super-modified Ford coupe painted metallic purple
with a chromed 296 cubic inch flathead V-8 engine
with three two-barrel Stromberg 97s. It was one of the
faster cars in the Eugene, Oregon group where we used
to go racing. We’d race there and then make the trip
back to our farm near Standard, Alberta where I lived.
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My next car was a ’37 Ford two-door, and I dropped
the body one foot over the frame and built a roll cage
in it. I sat way back in the middle of the car. According
to the rules, we had to run the same frame as the body,
but I had modified it quite a bit with lightening holes
and lightened cross members. It had a typical big front
bumper and grille as there was a lot of bumping and
crashing in those days.
JW: You told me about an exciting run you took
from Edmonton to Calgary towing one of your
racecars to run a circle track race. Your tow car
was a Chevrolet station wagon with a 427 big-block
Chevrolet engine in it.
Eldon Rasmussen: That station wagon had the
427/390-horse engine in it, and it was fast. It had lots
of power to pull a trailer and a racecar. The day of
which we are speaking, we had a race in Edmonton,
Winning ways in 1965 at Speedway Park, Edmonton, Alberta.

and it was delayed. By the time we had finished, we had
to get to Calgary in order to make a late day race. So
it began. I was running 120 miles per hour or more–
with the racecar on the trailer, most of the way there
to make the event. We went past this side road and
there was an RCMP (Royal Canadian Mounted Police)
car, and I knew he’d be after me, but I couldn’t stop. I
had to make that race! Well, anyway, I saw him in my
rear view mirror pull out, but he couldn’t catch me. I
roared into the track, someone unloaded the car, I got
into my suit and I went out onto the track and won the
race. The police car was waiting for me after the race
was over. There were these three big RCMP officers
standing by my station wagon with their arms crossed
waiting for me. I thought, I’m really in trouble now. I
didn’t say anything to them, and it was quiet. Finally,
I cleared my throat and said,” Can I help you?” All
they said was,” We want to see what you’ve got in that
thing. We couldn’t catch you.” After I showed them the
engine, they left. That was it.
I was lucky and that was the
last time I did that!
JW: Where did you run
in those days and with
whom did you run compete?
Eldon Rasmussen:
We ran in Calgary and
Edmonton on pavement.
Then we ran on the dirt
in places like Lethbridge,
Vulcan and then back up
to Calgary and Standard
on our 3300-acre farm. As
for the drivers, there were a
number of them who went
to Indy. For example, there
was Billy Foster. I first met
Bill Foster in 1961 when
I was in Victoria, British
Columbia along with Art
Pollard who was the Oregon
champion. I had been the
western champion. There
was also Bill Crow who was
the Idaho champion, and we
all raced in Victoria, British
Columbia for what was
called the Daffodil Cup at
Western Speedway.
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JW: Tell me about the now late
Grant King and how you first met
him.
Eldon Rasmussen: Okay. I first
met Grant out west. He had a sprint
car, but it was an illegal car. The rules
at the time said you could only have
300 cubic inch engines, no mags, no
tube frames, no fuel injection, clutch,
flywheel, inboard battery etc. Grant
had a 342 cubic inch Chev V-8 engine
in his sprint car I believe. His car
was illegal, but he wanted to run. He
went on to build cars for other Indy
drivers.

Another shot of the 1965 Rasmussen Sprint car

JW: Many of our readers have
heard of Indy car driver, Art Pollard,
another of your competitors, but tell
me something about him.

Eldon Rasmussen: He was a super nice guy,
JW: So, you were up against some pretty heavy-duty
competition, and all of you drivers eventually raced at outgoing, always out to help people. I first met him in
Eugene in 1959. He was King of the Hill at that time.
Indy didn’t you?
He was running a serious engine back then – a 283
Chev with three two barrel carbs. Neither one of us
Eldon Rasmussen: That’s true, and I was lucky
had any pit crew. I was new to the track and I didn’t
enough to win the first Daffodil Cup against them.
know what gears to use. He told me, and we go out
Foster was running the CAMRA series, short for
and I qualified on the pole, set a track record. In the
Canadian American Modified Racing Association.
race, he bumped me off the track. Afterwards, he told
He had a ’34 coupe with a flathead V-8 engine. The
me,” I don’t know if I should have told you about the
individual tracks all had their own rules, and what
gears.” He had a dry sense of humour. He came up
was legal at one track was illegal at other tracks. You
see, none of the organizations in the Pacific Northwest to Canada, and at the Gold Cup races in Edmonton,
there was a $10,000 purse, a lot of money in those
and in Canada could get along. That’s why we started
days. Art came up and won it. Some people didn’t like
CAMRA to get some consistency in the rules. We
standardized the rules for races and championships at that, but I always felt though that we had to have the
that time, though Art Pollard and I were the only ones strongest competitors. For me, that was how I learned.
Here’s another lesson I learned. You can never let
doing any serious travelling because of the different
another driver intimidate you. Let that happen and
rules at different tracks. Now for some other drivers.
Some of them made it at Indy and some of them didn’t. you’re finished. One time we were down in Salt Lake
For example, there was Eddie Kostenuk who drove one City Utah, and there was this really hard-nosed driver
of Grant King’s cars. Grant went on to become an Indy there by the name of Pete Fountain. He was a pretty
hard runner and some of the other drivers were afraid
car builder and entrant at Indianapolis as well, as you
of him. He’d put you into the wall as soon as look at
may know. Kostenuk later went to Indy in 1962. He
you. Well, I went out and I knew he was behind me.
had a trucking company and sold it for $150,000. He
He came up on me and I put him off the track so high
bought a roadster and tried to run it at the 1962 Indy,
but he wasn’t ready for that level of racing. He was close he hit half way up one of the light standards – and the
to qualifying but he hit a bird at around 180 miles per impact shook the stands! That broke the ice with the
other fellows and we all got along alright after that.
hour, lost an eye–a real mess. That was it for him. I
think he lives in Phoenix now.
FALL 2020
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JW: Your move to Indianapolis led to your major
involvement in racing in the U.S. Can you outline the
stages by which you ended up in Indy cars?
22

Eldon Rasmussen: I worked for Peter Revson in
the 1969 Can-Am series. I got going on other projects
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Photos by Bill Petro Motorsports Photography.

Eldon Rasmussen:
First of all I ran sprint cars
from 1968 to 1972. That
was my initiation. Then I
did some testing at Indy.
There’s a photo of me in
an interesting car I tested,
a turbine-powered car,
which had no power. It had
a fiberglass monocoque
and had an Allison turbine
engine powering all four
wheels. I could not get up to
qualifying speed in that car
as it was about 400 pounds
overweight and short about
several hundred horsepower,
compared to the Turbo-four
cam Fords and Offies. I did
not build the car but after
it was shipped here from
the University of Alabama,
I modified it to make it
faster, but it would still not
make the field because of
basic design flaws. It looked
good though. In addition,
I drove USAC stock cars
The intriguing but overweight and underpowered Jack Adams 4-wheel drive turbine Indy Car.
in 1971 and 1972 for the
Airlift Shock Corporation.
JW: Now, let’s get back to Billy Foster again. You
In between racing, I did tire testing for Firestone, for
have a number of stories about him.
example at Phoenix in 1968 in an Indy car. My first
Indy-car race though took place at Pocono in 1971
Eldon Rasmussen: Here’s a story about Billy.
driving a 1969 Brabham Offy for John Martin, his back
Billy got this Portland roadster built by this ex-Indy
up car. I bumped my way into the field, but I broke a
mechanic. It was Chev-powered and way ahead of us. It crankshaft coming across the finish line. Here’s what
was fantastic. I think that car led to his getting a ride at happened. There had been a slight crack in the number
Indy eventually. In 1961-62, we went to Salt Lake City, four throw. Since it cost $4,000 for a crank at that time,
Utah and ran into Jim Malloy out of Denver. There
they said cross your fingers. In the meantime, Martin
was really tough racing there, but it was good racing.
bought the McLaren M-19, which Mark Donohue had
By the way, all of us ended up coming here to Indy
used to win the Indy in 1972.
in 1966. First of all, I helped Billy as his mechanic in
1966. That was the year of the accident at the starting
JW: Your work as a racing mechanic took you to
line. Someone forced Billy into the wall and the chain
some other types of racing. For example, you worked
reaction accident started which wiped out a number of as crew but did not drive in the Can-Am series, did
cars.
you not?

and the Revson Lola Can-Am
car was one. It needed much
reworking, and Revvie had just
got the car. This was the time
when the Michigan International
Raceway had just been built and
there was a road course there as
well. The team wanted to test the
car. Peter runs a couple of laps to
check everything out. He ran two
laps and then one lap really hard.
Then he came into the pits. He
says: “It’s flat.” I didn’t know what
he meant, and so I squat on the
pavement looking under the car. I
can’t see any light. It looks as if he
caught a tree or a branch or some
debris off the track. That wasn’t the
case. The skin of the monocoque
had sagged under the weight of the
fuel in the bladders of the tank.
He had hit some pebbles and the
aluminum skin had worn through.
There were 25-gallon fuel cells
on each side of the monocoque.
There were 30 inches between the
bulkheads and each fuel cell was
15-20 inches wide. That was a lot
of area with no support with seven
pounds per gallon sitting on the
aluminum skin. If he had gone
another seventy-five feet he’d have
worn through the rubber and there
would have been the damndest fire
you ever saw! End of test. I hauled
In 1976, I built this advanced motorcycle/sidecar combination for Greg Cox and Bill Davidson.
that Lola back to my shop in Indy.
I started digging into that car. The aluminum skin was
JW: The Revson Lola was a pretty good car after
‘00’ - too thin and the further I got into it, the worse it that rebuild obviously. You did a number of other races
looked. I ended up reskinning the entire car, rebuilding with Peter too, didn’t you?
all the bulkheads and eventually the whole car. I even
rebuilt the foot pedals and relocated the pick-up points
Eldon Rasmussen: We had not a bad season but
for the suspension, everything. The car was built too
couldn’t beat the McLarens. However, at the end of that
weak. Eric Broadley had not built a good car. That Lola season, we went to Japan, to Mount Fuji. Pete and I did
with a big Chevrolet V-8 went to the Michigan CanAm some touring over there. In the race, he led some laps.
in July of 1969. The McLarens were also there. Bruce
Roger McCaig one of the Canadian Can-Am drivers
and Denis were in M8Es. Dan Gurney was there in the was there too.
Ford-powered McLeagle. Pete was on the pole and Dan
qualified third. Pete led the way and was ’way ahead and JW: Tell me about your Ras-Car Indy cars.
then the engine quit. He had a brand new engine, and
the brand new nylon camshaft timing gear screwed up.
Eldon Rasmussen: I started building my Ras-Cars
The valves got scrambled and messed up the pistons.

Eldon Rasmussen: After the race, Vel Miletech of
Vel’s Parnelli came over to me and said: “That thing’s a
helluva a racecar! Can you put an Offy in it?” I replied
“yes” and that I was building one for Larry McCoy.
He asked me: “Can we test it?” At that time, Maurice
Philippe, formerly of Lotus, was designing their cars
for them. I said, I didn’t know but I would think about
it. Later that night something happened. I’ll set the
scene in the garage that night. I had gone out to eat,
JW: Now back to your Ras-Car. You told me an
but I came back and here’s what I found: my car’s
interesting story about one of your Turbo-Ford engines there beside Larry McCoy’s older car. There were the
and again, I think it illustrates the budget you were on three Vel’s Parnelli cars, and Jimmy McGee, Mario’s
as compared to other teams.
you felt you could get out and walk. I start off and go
around the track and coming out of Turn Four, I see
nothing but people and I think they’ve closed the track
off at Turn One, but it wasn’t that. You couldn’t see
anything but people going into Turn One and I’m only
doing 50 miles per hour. You had to trust that Turn
One was actually there! Now think of doing around 200
miles per hour and taking that first turn on trust…

The start of my practice session for the 1978 Indianapolis 500 in the yellow Turbocharges 4-cam Ford-powered Ras-Car

in my garage in the winter of 1970-71 and built three
in total. Mine was totalled at Pocono. Larry McCoy in
Massachusetts had one of my cars running with Offy
engines, but mine had the DOHC Turbo-Ford engine.
His weighed in a 1368 pounds and mine went at 1470
pounds with the Turbo-Ford. The minimum weight at
the time was 1500 pounds, but you always went light so
you could put the weight where you wanted it. I used
lead sheet and put it where it would do the most good
to balance the car. I knocked the fuel capacity down
from 75 gallons to 40 gallons and had five bladders to
hold fuel in the car, two bladders on each side and one
behind the seat. The cars did well and handled well.
We were on a tight budget and I didn’t have a tow car
so I towed mine with Mel Kenyon’s tow car. George
Morris did the Turbo-Fords. When we went to Texas,
I had just completed the car and hadn’t even tested
it. We went out, and it ran really well, running with
the top cars. We qualified at 197.8 miles per hour and
ended up 13th in qualifying. That was the race where
Mario set a closed course record of 208 miles per hour
24

in the Vel’s Parnelli car. To give you an idea of our tight
budget, to save my engine, I only ran 28 pounds of
boost while A.J. Foyt ran 35 to 38 and he qualified on
42 pounds.
JW: Indy can be an intimidating track for rookie
drivers. Tell me about your first time qualifying at
Indy. You first ran in 1975.
Eldon Rasmussen: Well, in 1975, that was the first
Indy 500 I had qualified for and I had an interesting
impression of the track initially. I had tested there
before of course, but this was the real thing! During the
week of practice which is all-day everyday, spectators
would start to show up at around 11:00-11:00am and
bring their lunch. Then, they would go back to work
and come back around 4:00 to 4:30 and stay until
6:00pm until practice was finished for the day. And,
we’re talking about 100,000 people or so just showing
up for practice. They fill the stands. So, I’m out
warming up the car, doing about 50 miles per hour–
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Eldon Rasmussen: Yes. I had
welded up one of A.J.’s discarded
blocks, which I had got in trade.
I needed a head, which I found
in a garbage barrel outside Clint
Brawner’s garage, and he never
threw out anything! I spent
all winter welding that head,
grinding and filing and putting
new valve seats in. I only ran
seven or eight laps of practice
but in the race I ran the fastest
lap at 205 miles per hour on that
engine. I was up to 3rd in the
200-mile race, and I had just
passed Dallenbach and Foyt into
third in one lap. Then, at the
185th lap, the temperature gauge
went up and almost pegged. I
tried getting off the throttle but
it didn’t do any good. I pulled
in and George Morris, the
engine builder finds a stream of
radiator water coming off the
radiator onto my right rear tire,
but I thought the tire had been
deflating. Sand and pebbles on
the track had punctured the
radiator. I had my sights set
on Rutherford but I ended up
thirteenth. Al Unser won that
race, I believe.
JW: Post-race, an interesting
incident occurred. Can you tell
me about it?
FALL 2020
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This is me early on at the 1979 Pocono 500.I was doing ewell in third place before a tire blew, sending me into the wall. This was the last
race for the Ras-Car/Chev and the end of my career

mechanic was there, overhauling a tranny. Then I saw
some guy peering into my car. I walked softly over to
the car, and I found Philippe checking over my car
with a notebook and ruler! I was really angry and in so
many words told him to get out of there! Afterwards, I
didn’t know whether to be angry or honoured. I talked
to Vel and Parnelli over a conference call, told them
what had happened and turned them down for a test.
Vel was as honest a guy as the day was long. So was
Parnelli and always has been. But Phillipe…? Maybe I
was too proud. Maybe I should have let them take the
car and test it. Who knows where that would have led?
Eventually they did fire Philippe, I believe and I think
they went to McLaren copies.
JW: You had a horrendous crash at the 1979 race at
Pocono, a crash which finished your driving career.

Turbo-Ford engines to pay the medical bills. Collectors
have them now. My parts bill was $30,000 and I sold the
three engines for $15,000. Those engines were gorgeous,
all chromed and polished.
JW: Though retired from racing, you still keep busy.
Eldon Rasmussen: I built a number of Lamborghini
Countach replicas a while back and sold them. Also,
I take old Indy cars and install special Yamaha
motorcycle engines in them and recondition the
racecars. Heck, you can lay rubber for forty feet in one
of them. I do work for some of the teams, for example
one of the Infinity Pro Series cars. And right now, I am
working on a replica of a Lamborghini Murcielago. It
will have an aluminum Corvette engine in the back and
an Indy Car-type suspension.

WE ENGINEERED THE QUIT OUT OF IT
At OPTIMA® we build and test every battery in the world’s most advanced facility.
Everything that goes in guarantees you get the most out — on the track, the trail,
the water … anywhere ultimate power, performance and reliability is needed.

LEARN MORE AT OPTIMABATTERIES.COM

Eldon Rasmussen: That’s right, that 1979 crash
JW: Are you building it for a customer?
ended my career in racing. I was in the Ras-Car with
a Chevrolet engine this time. I was doing well, in third
Eldon Rasmussen: No, just to keep busy.
place when a tire failed and I went into the wall at 185
miles an hour. I was out for four and a half hours and
JW: Eldon, thanks for your time and for your
had severe injuries. I had head, foot, ankle and lower
hospitality during my stay here at Indy.
leg injuries – my right foot was crumpled and I was in
the hospital for five weeks. I had to sell all the broken
Eldon Rasmussen: You’re welcome.
bits and pieces of my car as well as all three of my fresh
26
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TALES OF CHIVALRY:
VRG VINTAGE FORMULA
FORD AT THE GLEN
Story and photos by Peter Viccary, Moto|ology Cointributor

Main Picture: The start to the 2018 VRG Formula Ford Challenge
Feature Race at Watkins Glen, saw Car 71 of Mike Hummel in the
lead followed closely by Doug Vozz in car number 46 along with
number 27, Shane Viccary and Joe Griffen in number 23.
Above: Team Manager and Crew Chief Ayden Viccary supervising
his father’s work.
Below: Shane and Ayden sharing some between race camaraderie
with our paddock-mates, Ed Luce and Dorothy Agnew.

PAST RECAP: 2018’s VRG Formula Ford Challenge
at Watkin’s Glen proved chivalry isn’t dead!
A report on the peculiar finish to the VRG event at Watkin’s Glen from a couple of years back
With the worldwide COVID-19 situation forcing
the cancellation or postponement of many sporting
events around the world, we find there’s not too
many events to report on that haven’t already been
covered by others in great detail. Sooo... to keep you
entertained, we at Moto|ology decided to reach into
our bag of stories and bring you a report on a past
event with a twist. Our regular contributor, Peter
Viccary tells us how vintage racing proved itself to
be a truly honourable sport!
28

M

y son Shane, grandson Ayden and myself spent our
2018 Canadian Thanksgiving weekend in Watkins
Glen, New York where Shane was racing our ’81
Citation Zink Z16 Club Ford in the Vintage Racers Group
Formula Ford Challenge. We were part of a group of itinerent
Canadians which included Brian Graham in his ’80 Crossle 40F,
Steve Wagland, ’82 Van Dieman RF82, Paul Hollister, Brent
McPhail and Jamie Britnell all in 1970 Hawke DL2s, and Ed Luce
in his beautiful ’68 Lotus 51. A total of forty-four Formula Fords
were entered for this popular event.
As you can presume, Shane had an excellent weekend, after all,
who takes the time to write about their crap weekends? The Z16
is repaying us for two hard years of restoration work and Shane
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drove both quickly and safely. He came away with
two firsts, one second, two fourths and an eighth,
following a spin in the inner loop on the first lap
on a wet track. VRG requires a driver to report
immediately to the penalty box for a 180 degree
or more spin, four wheels off, or any contact. He
recovered to finish eighth and set the fastest lap.
He also had the fastest lap of the weekend!
Our final race Saturday was the Formula Ford
feature race. I have been going to motor races
for over fifty-five years, but I could count on the
fingers of one hand a more bizarre conclusion
to a race than this one. Only in the true spirit of
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Shane Viccary pilots the Gladiator Racing Zink Formula Ford into turn one at Watkins Glen as he
takes the lead of the unusual 2018 VRG Formula Ford Challenge feature race.

vintage racing could the outcome have been as it was.
At the driver’s meeting on Friday morning the participants were
told that a black flag meant slow down, no passing, and proceed
immediately to pit lane at a reduced speed. If a specific car was
being black flagged, he would receive the flag accompanied with

a board with his number on it. This would occur at the starter’s
stand and at the flag station on the driver’s left coming out of the
toe of “The Boot”.
The feature race was to be twelve laps. Mike Hummel (’79
Crossle 35F) qualified on the pole, followed by Doug Voss (’71

Doug Voss (Number 46) and Shane Viccary battle it out side-by-side on the way into turn one.

30
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Merlyn MK20), in turn followed by Shane and Joe Griffin (’81
Crossle 45F) in third and fourth places respectively. Shane
maintained his third spot at the start but had captured the
lead by the end of the first lap and also led lap two. An exciting
battle royal ensued between Shane, Doug and Joe where they
passed each other up to five times per lap! Mike gradually fell
out of touch with the lead and settled into fourth place. Doug
led lap three, Joe lap four and Doug lap five. Shane took the
point on lap six and started to create a small gap.
Ayden and I were watching all this from the inside of turn
one. Shane led at the end of lap eight. On the next lap we
waited an extraordinary amount of time, ‘til Mike drove by.
Where were the leaders? Assuming the worst, I became a little
anxious. A couple of lapped cars raced past and in a mere four
or five seconds, Doug appeared barreling out of the pits with
Shane about two inches behind him. No Joe. The remainder of
the field passed our position, then… nothing. I waited a couple
of minutes to see if there would be a restart, then, concerned,
we made our way back to the paddock. The Z16 was sitting
peacefully under our canopy (a good sign) but Shane was
nowhere to be seen (not so good) and Ed Luce, our paddock
neighbour knew Shane had headed for the garages (and race
control) but didn’t know why. We headed in that direction.
This is what happened. Going into “The Boot” on lap nine,
Shane got balked by some lapped cars and when coming out
of the toe, Doug got past him. As they raced up the hill, a
black flag appeared at the flagging station on the driver’s left.
Doug and Shane put up their hands to warn those behind and
Shane, Ayden, Bobby Bork and myself along with others review the race and try to figure out what exactly happened in the black flag confusion.
Another shot pf Shane wheeling his way through turn one in the Zink. All-in-all it was a fabulous weekend with the Gladiator Racing Team achieving
great reults in a trouble-free racecar that ran perfectly for the entire event.
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going? They re-entered the
track just past where Ayden
and I had resumed watching
about four seconds behind
Mike and on lap ten. Then
a car had a suspension piece
break coming out of the toe of
The Boot and crashed rather
heavily, blocking part of the
track. This time the stewards
hung out the black flag due to
the obstruction and the race
was stopped, permanently.
So, it sucks to be Doug
and Shane and is good luck
for Mike, right? Well, not
exactly... and this is where the
true spirit of vintage racing
takes over. Doug and Mike are
teammates and were sharing
a space in the garage. Shane
knew this and headed in that
direction to get their take on
the race. By the time I caught
After a brief discussion, it was decided the fairest thing to do would be to defer to the positions the cars were in during the last
unsullied lap. With this decision, things reverted back to the order the cars finished in during lap 8. Shane at that point was in the lead,
so he was awarded the victory! Here Shane recieves his accolades from VRG race organizer Storm Field.

slowed down. They didn’t see
another black at the ensuing
stations. They also didn’t see
a number board. (Apparently,
there was one, but it was small
and away from the flag and
none of the drivers could see
it.) The flag was for Joe, still
right behind Shane, who had
been reported as dropping oil.
Shane wasn’t sure what to do, so
made up his mind to follow the
leader. Mike at this point was
about twenty or thirty seconds
back of the leaders. Doug, Shane
and Joe pitted and pulled into
the penalty box. Joe got held
back and the Steward made
a gesture to Doug and Shane
which clearly meant “What are
you guys doing here?” Shane
realized what had happened
and got his wits about him first
and jumped ahead of Doug.
Doug would have none of it and
Not to be denied their own honours for their gallant gesture, Doug Voss was awarded second place overall and
passed Shane on the pit lane.
Who knows how fast they were also won first place in the Historic Formula Ford class, with Mike Hummel filling the final, third spot on the podium.
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Racing News • Images •Motorsports Consulting
Images and content are being added regularly — check out the
Gladiator Road Racing Website at:
http://www.gladiatorroadracing.ca
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Aprés-race with a truly great bunch of folks at the 2018 VRG Vintage Formula Ford Challenge!

up, Mike had agreed with Doug that he
had no business winning the race and they A triumphant Gladiator Racing Team and a very happy Viccary family!
all agreed to revert to the last unsullied
lap, the eighth, which made Shane the
winner. Doug was happy with second,
first in Historic Ford and Mike was OK
with third. Could you imagine Hamilton
convincing Bottas to give up a fortuitous
win so that Vettel could be victorious? The
three of them marched off to the VRG
officials (at the end of the garage) who
were at first confused but then agreed that
lap eight was the right thing to do. Poor
Joe, who apparently was indeed leaking
oil, was not released from the pits and was
declared a DNF.
Saturday evening the Formula Ford
group had a bar-b-que and handed out
race and season awards. The crowd were
genuinely thrilled that Shane was given
the victory and equally so that Steve
Wagland won the Post Club class and
Brent McPhail was second in Historic
Ford. The VRG FF guys are a very
friendly, welcoming group. The Canadians
present were excellent ambassadors for
VARAC and our VGP and we created
quite a bit of interest to have them return
to CTMP in 2019.

34
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A SUMMER
OF PORSCHES

The car show and concours scene in Southern
California has been all but brought to a standstill
amidst the lockdown and fears of the global
pandemic. While observing restrictions and strict
social-distancing protocols, the intrepid Lyon Air
Museum and some dedicated collectors managed
to stage a memorable display.

T

he proof of this happened just recently
when, in spite of adhering to the many
stringent health and legal restrictions
the museum created a sizable and popular stir
in the region with a two-day, “Weekend of
Porsche” event for local Porsche club members.
There was a “356 Saturday” event for the local
356 Club members followed by “911 Sunday”
for Porsche Owner’s Club members. Both
were met with great enthusiasm and acclaim
with community and social media raves and a
proliferation of photos being posted by attendees
on social media channels. All who attended
expressed hope for more of these annual events
and, with governmental conditions permitting,
they will most certainly be pursued!
Lyon Air Museum was founded 10 years ago
to feature the renowned aircraft and automotive
collection of famed Major General William Lyon
(USAF, Ret.). For the first seven years the Museum
featured General Lyon’s vehicles exclusively. Three
years ago the Museum created a special summer
exhibit (from July 4 to Labor Day) that featured
famous racing cars of the local area and as such,
naturally emphasized and included some of the
famous racing livery of local (and global) hero,
Dan Gurney! The overwhelming success and

In spite of COVID-19, the Lyon Air
Museum in Orange County, California
put on a quiet show.
Story & photos by Royce Rumsey, Moto|ology Contributor
36
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appeal of that exhibit encouraged the Museum to create a
subsequent vintage Ferrari exhibit (“Celebrazione Ferrari”)
last year—that garnered rousing attendance and appeal.
This year, the Museum planned and put together a Porsche
exhibit that I branded as “The Summer of Porsche”. Similar
to the prior two exhibits, the Porsche effort assembled
15 incredible, famous and unique vintage sportscars and
racing Porsches from local collectors. This resulted in an
Abarth Porsche, a 906, a 550 Carrera Spyder, and a 962C,
all LeMans champions along with the rare and only Indy
March-Porsche racecar being part of the exhibit.
Needless to say, both the local and global Porsche
community was excited about The Summer of Porsche
exhibit and planned “Weekend of Porsche” events which
were scheduled to start with a July 1st opening. That
Wednesday morning saw lines of attendees already
assembled at the Museum when, on that very same day,
government bureaucrats deemed that attending museums
in California was to be prohibited by the general public. So,
unfortunately, the Museum closed its doors and the
incredible display of 15 remarkable Porsches assembled
around famous warbirds stoically stood in majestic silence
continued on page 43...

1956 Porsche 356A 1600S
Speedster, Chassis No. 82311
A former race car, this Speedster
has since undergone a meticulous
restoration by Porsche specialist,
Gary Kempton. It now features
a rare Glaspar hardtop, which
was available as an option from
the dealer. It also sports equally
rare Rudge knock-off wheels,
Carrera-type bumpers, and
engine upgrading, bringing the
horsepower to 100.

38
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1966 Porsche 906 Carrera 6, Chassis No. 906-109
Jeff and Terri Zwart Collection
This is the first fiberglass-bodied tube frame race car produced
by Porsche and it’s powered by a 210hp, 2.0L twin-plug, six-cylinder
engine and weighs just 1,400 pounds. #906-109 spent most of its
racing career in the European Hill Climb Championship, and was
later road raced in Germany. Approximately 50 906s were built.

1966 Porsche 906 Carrera 6
40
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to be appreciated exclusively by only the Museum’s staff.
By August, conditions in California had seen
some changes that could possibly allow for limited
attendance by members (vs. general public) to
museums that provided adequate safety measures and
accommodations. The LyonAir Museum was able to
meet such requirements so the Weekend of Porsche
event, that was postponed from July 18/19 to August
29/30 was held for the excited and greatly appreciative
Porsche enthusiasts. With the Weekend of Porsche now
passed, the Museum and The Summer of Porsche exhibit
has returned to the exclusive, quiet state that is shown in
these Moto|ology article photos.

(Below) TWO 4-CAMS
The red Carrera GS Deluxe poses with
a racing 1963 Porsche Carrera 2 Coupe,
Chassis No. 124352
Though sold as a consumer automobile, the Carrera
2 was born to race. At its heart was a ground-breaking
2.0L, flat four-cylinder, four cam engine producing
130hp. #124352 raced competitively in the 1960s and
still competes in vintage races, including a showing at
the 2006 Le Mans Classic.

1959 Porsche 1600 Carrera
GS Deluxe,
Chassis No. 105255
Dayle & Ken Roath
Collection
When first introduced in 1959,
there was absolutely no other
1.6L sports car available that
could match the performance and
comfort of the Porsche Carrera
powered by the four camshaft
engine. A total of 49 of this model
were produced in 1959.
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1956 Porsche 550A 1500/RS Spyder, Chassis No. 550A-0112
Kingsley & Jack Croul Collection
This car was first raced at Nürburgring in 1956 with subsequent impressive showings at Sebring, Riverside,
Palm Springs and the Carrera Panamericana. It has been driven by notable drivers such as John von Neumann,
Jack McAfee, Ken Miles, Hans Hermann and Richard von Frankenberg.

44
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(Above) On right, 1960
Porsche-Abarth 356B Carrera
GTL, Chassis No. 1004
Kingsley & Jack Croul
Collection
One of only twenty-one built,
chassis #1004 began its racing career
at the Coupe de Paris in 1960. It has
since competed in notable races such
as Monza, Bridgehampton, Laguna
Seca, Coronado and Goodwood, and
continues to appear in vintage racing
events around the world

“

The Carrera GT is
powered by a massive
mid-mounted 5.7L V10
engine.

”

(Top Right) 1957 Porsche 356A
Speedster,
Chassis No. 83277
This car’s rich racing heritage
began when it was acquired in 1965
by factory-trained Porsche mechanic
and racing circuit veteran, Hubert
Kinzler. After minor modifications, it
had impressive showings throughout
the southeast United States, including
several 1st-place finishes, and
continues to bring home wins in
vintage races to this day.
46

2004 Porsche Carrera GT, Chassis No. WPOCA29894L001036
is composed of high-strength, lightweight carbon fiber
The Carrera GT is powered by a massive midmounted 5.7L V10 engine, producing 603hp at 8,000rpm composite panels, with seats made of Kevlar. 1,270
Carrera GTs were built over four years.
and a top speed of 205mph. To reduce weight, the body
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1986 Porsche 962 C Chassis # 117
Tom Hacker Collection.
When the 956 sports prototype race car did not meet IMSA GTP
safety regulations Porsche developed the 962—which was based
upon an extended chassis version of the remarkable 956.
Power for the 962 came from the alumium-case 2.8 litre flat 6 of
the 956 which produced 700hp at 8200RPM.
This Jägermeister 962C was campaigned by the Swiss Brun
Motorsport team from 1986 to 1989 including a pole position at SPA
and it helped Brun capture the FIA Team Championship in 1986.
(Far left) 1988 March Porsche 88C, Chassis No. 1
Kerry Morse & Lizett Bond Collection
Teo Fabi drove this car competitively three times - at the Miller
High Life 200 in Milwaukee, the Budweiser Grand Prix of Cleveland
and the Quaker State 500 at Pocono. It also participated in a threeday practice session at Indianapolis Motor Speedway in May of
1988, just prior to the Indy 500.
(Below) 1954 Porsche P312 Tractor, Chassis No. 8182
Jeff and Terri Zwart Collection
About 220 of these unique P312 tractors were produced for the
Brazilian market. The streamlined configuration was designed so
the tractor could work in the confined spaces of coffee plantations
without risking damage to the coffee plants. Less than 25 of these
“Kaffeezug” (Coffee Train) tractors exist today.
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LATE UPDATE

LYON AIR MUSEUM “SUMMER OF PORSCHES”
EVENT BELATEDLY ALLOWED TO OPEN TO
THE PUBLIC!
Here at Moto|ology we received a late update
to the status of the Summer Of Porsches Event
held almost privately over the past few months
at Orange County’s Lyon Air Museum. As
mentioned in the accompanying article, due to
the COVID-19 concerns and isolation lockdown
limitations imposed by the state health authorities,
this impressive display of rare and exotic
Porsche automobiles along with the Museum’s
own stunning collection of vintage aircraft and
warbirds went largely unseen by the general public.
Just before the display was to end, conditions
apparently became right to allow a relaxing of the
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restrictions and several public Museums and other
venues were once again allowed to open to the
populace—The Lyon Air Museum was included in
this recent, allowed opening—albeit pretty late to
get the word out.
At any rate, the Summer Of Porsches display did
open its doors to the public for the last few weeks
of September and a lucky few did indeed get to see
this spectacular display.
Hopefully, and with any luck, the event will
be returning in 2021 to more accommodating
conditions!
— The Moto|ology Editors
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BOOMERANGBUS

The Hacking family’s first new car stages a comeback!
Story and photos by Lawrence Hacking Moto|ology Contributor

Wanted: ’67 VW Bus, pale yellow in colour,
condition unimportant, sentimental value,
please call or email.

T

his was the ad I placed on Kijiji - Winnipeg, Manitoba
in the early months of 2013. I was tracking down a
part of my family history. Two days later, Art Dykstra’s
simple response: “I may have your bus.” was the start of the third
installment of the incredible life of this, the Hacking family’s 1967
VW 11 window standard bus - one of the most well-travelled
VW’s I’ve ever known.
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In 1966, my father, Robert Vincent Hacking, ordered the bus
at Don Valley VW in Toronto, just before pulling up stakes and
moving his family to India for a 3-year stint at the Rajasthan
Atomic Power Project or R.A.P.P. – the first nuclear-powered
electrical generating plant in India. He worked his entire career at
Atomic Energy Canada Limited or the AECL as it was known and
this was one of their many overseas projects.
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In those days moving to India from Canada was almost
comparable to a modern lunar landing. We knew nothing of
what life was like in India because, unlike now, instant global
communication channels were virtually non-existent. Letters
took months to travel and news was slow to arrive. Life in India
was very different for the small community of engineers and their
families who made the long flight half way around the world. Our
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VW bus would transform mystery into opportunity.
Our velvet green or samtgrun and pearl white or perlwiess
VW bus left the Hanover, Germany assembly line on November
15 of that same year destined for what was then called Bombay,
India where it joined us for the first three years of life in
Rajasthan. The RAPP was built on the Chambal River some
distance from the city of Kota. We lived in a town site not far
away, so on week days, the bus was responsible for getting my
dad to work every day. On weekends however, the bus took us
on adventures around the Rajasthan desert.
We visited places such as Jaipur, Agra, Udaipur, and Rudyard
Kipling’s haunt, Bundi – also known as the city of monkeys.
The mighty VW was perfect for the times, and for our family
travel. It was reliable, had lots of windows and seats, and was
simple to maintain. We even drove it off road at times, to
access sites normally reserved for Land Rovers or Jeeps. On one
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particular day trip to an abandoned
fort, the drive was cross-country for a
good part of the route. The VW’s soft
suspension and minimal overhang on
either end made the trip easy, and thanks
to that, we were rewarded with a visit to
an ancient walled fort sitting in ruins, a
place only villagers seemed to be able to
find. Our bus allowed us to explore the
rich Indian culture which enhanced our
time in India.

BACK IN CANADA

Life after India began in 1970 in Port
Elgin, Ontario where my dad worked at
the Douglas Point Nuclear generating
station. By then I was old enough to get
my driver’s license, which I passed in
the VW. Unfortunately, I also had my
first car accident in it when a guy went
through a stop sign and I plowed into
his Ford Pinto. Following that incident
my dad lost interest in the VW, and what
had once been his pride and joy became
the second car which I got to use to cart
around my dirt bikes.
After a brief period at university in
Manitoba in 1975 the VW took a buddy

Villagers were always friendly and curious to see what and who the VW bus brought to their world.

of mine and I all the way to Kitimat, BC
for summer jobs. On the way back East, I
settled in Winnipeg to work in bike shops
and race motocross. Unfortunately, the
VW couldn’t cope with the cold weather
so we parted ways, and I used the $1,200
to buy a GM van that could maintain an

interior temperature above freezing - most
of the time.
37 years after that fateful Friday in 1975
when I’d let it go, I headed back to retrieve
the wrecked and rusted VW from Art
Dykstra’s farm near Stonewall, Manitoba.
Turns out that shortly after I’d sold it, Art’s

The sights and sounds of India were all around us and the VW bus faithfully carried us on many adventures all around Rajasthan and the surrounding area.

cousin had rolled it into a ditch, crushing
the driver’s side front, and taking out both
windshields. After that it had languished at
the Dykstra farm for over 3 decades until
he spotted my ad. With Art’s generous
help, it took us a few hours to dig it out of
the mud, gently lift it up, inflate the tires
and coax it onto the trailer.
Despite the damage, there was no
mistaking it was our original VW. The sad
yellow paint job was now covered in moss

Dancing bears in rural Rajasthan were a common sight 50 years ago. Hopefully this practise no longer exists.
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and crusty lichen, and inside there was
still the hideous brown shag carpet I had
glued to the dash that had preserved the
CZ and Bultaco motorcycle stickers I had
stuck there when I was 18 years-old. The
same curtains still hung off the same wires
I had strung along the sides, and the cheap
Beaver Lumber fake wood paneling still
was in place. I’d made it into a ‘Shaggin
Wagon’ back when that was the thing to
do, and it showed.

The parts search began almost
immediately. The original front bumper
made its way back onto the bus from
where I’d left it – on my cousin’s farm so
many years before. Same with the VW
emblem, which I was able to return to its
rightful position after retrieving it from
where it had been set aside decades prior.
Also saved from the scrap pile was the
original hand-painted Indian license plate
which is now visible on the front. In some
cases, I realized, it pays to keep
stuff for a long time.
The full restoration
process took a few years.
After a serious power wash
to remove the decades of
plant growth and dispose
of all the interior junk, I
salvaged as much of the front
seats as I could. Normally, I
might have considered a rust
bucket with such extensive
crash damage too far gone to
rebuild, but I had a mission
– and thankfully, due to the
popularity of these particular
split window buses – the
justification of cost was on my
side. Parts were difficult, but
not impossible to find.
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My original intention was to
‘preserve’ the VW not make it a
‘concours’ restoration. The new
front roof section came from
a donor bus I found in British
Columbia. The driver’s side door
replacement was found in an
Arizona junkyard. My neighbor
Bob – an old-school body man
with a shop beside his house –
set to work welding in panels
and floor sections while I rebuilt
the 1500cc flat four-cylinder
engine. The finishing touches
were thanks to my friend Rob
Long, who loves a great story.
When I told him about the
restoration, he was emphatic,
“When it comes time to paint,
you let us do it.” Rob owns
a chain of southern Ontario
truck dealerships called Carrier
Centres. The end result is a

near-flawless VW bus painted in its original
colours.
My dad passed a long time ago. He never
met his grandkids, but he did leave behind
a pictorial history of our VW adventure
in India told through beautifully shot
Kodachrome slides taken with his Pentax
K1000 camera.
Driving the bus is like entering a time
capsule. My Dad sat in that same seat
and wrapped his hands around that same
steering wheel as he toured us all around
Rajasthan. The sound of the engine is
identical to what we heard when, in 1967,
we descended the steps of the Bombay Taj
Mahal hotel and laid eyes on our dad’s
first brand new car – with him, next to us
beaming with pride. It took a lot of time,
care, and effort, but the memories that are
made so much more tangible and vivid by
this bus, are truly priceless.
Carrier Centres bodymen brought the VW back to its
former glory with pride and passion for their work.
Above: The bus as it sat in a farmyard for 37 years before being rescued and brought back to life.

Fresh from the paint-booth and ready to start putting
the trim and other bits back on!

Below: Mid-restoration the bus takes shape, lots of metal replaced and straightened.

The finished bus is now part of the Hacking family
history and thankfully still with us.
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From the mid-1930’s to the mid-1960’s
auto manufacturers went to great lengths
to promote their products to the public.
With the major manufacturers always
trying to out-do each other, GM became
the most visible when they formulated
the travelling trade show that eventually
became known as Motorama.

General Motors’ Motorama events offered the public
a glamorous look at the automotive world

Left: The original GM Promotional tour was named "Parade of Progress"
and was complimented by a similar tour that went to schools and other
venues and featured technical innovations. This tour was called the
"Preview of Progress". Here the original 1936 GM Parade of Progress
"Streamliners" line up to form a walk-on stage featuring interactive displays
and demonstrations at the Canadian National Exhibition in Toronto, Canada.
Below: GM also exhibited the latest in its fleet of trucks and commercial
delivery vehicles. Here they're featuring the cutting edge of GMC tractortrailer transport for the late 40's and early 50's

Tim Miller reflects on the extravagant
shows put on by automakers in the past!
Story & photos by Tim MIller, Moto|ology Contributor

D

uring the 1950s General Motors staged its products in
lavish and extravagant settings in major cities across North
America, including some Canadian stops. Along with its
regular car lines, GM would exhibit special custom cars in styling
exercises which awed the public with futuristic designs.
While the autos were the highlight of these shows, GM did showcase a
wide range of its corporate products, including trucks, Frigidaire kitchen
appliances, and locomotives.
Show cars such as the Buick Skylark and the Chevrolet Corvette were
morphed somewhat and did go into regular production, but the majority
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of show cars were used only by the glamorous women hired
as models to demonstrate the cars’ unique features. Visitors
lined up to see the glamorous Pontiac Parisienne, Cadillac
LeMans, Buick XP-300, and others during the decade, and
many styling cues from the show cars would eventually be
used in regular autos.
GM began with an earlier traveling road show in 1936, the
Parade of Progress, which ran for five years highlighting not
only its cars but also technological advances and was a big
success to Depression-weary visitors.
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The concept of the Motorama began in 1949 with shows
in Boston and New York City. There were no shows in
1951-52 due to the Korean War, but GM pulled out all the
stops for the first official Motorama in 1953, which was seen
by an estimated 1.4 million in major cities. By 1956 over
two million were taking a peek at GM’s visionary vehicles,
and not just cars. GM’s line of trucks played a big role in
the Motorama, as well as technical displays of engines,
transmissions, and related accessories.
And while Dad and Junior were checking out the cars,
Mom and Sis could delight in viewing Frigidaire’s “Kitchen
of Tomorrow” with its vast array of space-age kitchen
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appliances and products from the GMowned subsidiary.
Not to be outdone, GM in Canada had
its own shows, starting in 1950 with the
“Mid-Century Motorama” held in the
Automotive Building of Exhibition Place
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in Toronto. While not as sumptuous as its
US counterparts, there were some truly
unique vehicles from Oshawa, including
the Chevrolet “Royal Canadian,” the
Pontiac “Fleur de Lis,” and the Oldsmobile
“Westward Ho.” The show was called
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“Travelera, the Sensation of the CNE” for
1952, and while Toronto hosted a large
demonstration, smaller versions were held
in Vancouver in 1954 and Montreal in 1955.
Other Motorama-themed shows were
held in Winnipeg, Regina, Calgary, and
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London between 1953 and 1955, but were
not near the scope of the Toronto shows.
During early December of 1954, most of
the GM hierarchy came over from Detroit
to Toronto to take part in the Motorama’s
nine-day show.
“Heading a group of General Motors
executives who will be here to open the
show is Harlow H. Curtice, who will be
making his first visit to Canada since
becoming General Motors’ President,”
stated a GM press release.
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“A full round of activities has been
scheduled for Mr. Curtice,” the release
continued, “including a morning press
conference with Canadian newspaper, radio
and TV representatives, a noon luncheon
with General Motors’ dealers of Canada,
and a special preview of the Toronto
Motorama Thursday afternoon.”
While several GM executives attended
the Toronto Motorama (wonder if they
drove over in Cadillac limos or flew into
Malton), most Canadian GM execs were on

hand including R.S. McLaughlin, General
Motors vice-president and chairman
of the board of GM of Canada, along
with representatives from Canadian
GM subsidiaries such as GM Diesel,
Frigidaire, and McKinnon Industries.
Even the legendary GM styling boss,
Harley Earl, was present for the show.
Earl is known to be one of the strongest
influences on 20th century car design
(including the Cadillac fins, early
Corvette, and Chevy Nomad), and was a
major player in the establishment of the
Motorama shows.
Visitors to the show were presented
with postcard-size drawings depicting
a show car from each of GM’s five auto
divisions with the typical over-the-top
advertising prose: “Rich with many of
“tomorrow’s” features – the spirit-lifting
SKYLARK is the car for those with a
boundless zest for automotive adventure,”
read the Buick handout.
Or the pitch from the cars built in
Lansing: “Never has there been such
breathtaking beauty and such record
breaking performance combined as is to
be found in the dream-car Oldsmobiles
for 1954.”
The glamour and glitz must have sold
cars for GM for a while as the Motoramas
continued until 1961, with the final shows
in New York City and in California. It
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You provide the comfy chair

is estimated over 10 million visitors, including those in Toronto,
witnessed the future as envisioned by GM. By the early 1960s the
shows were not cost-effective, as television offered a cheaper and
much larger way to reach the public.
While the Motorama did help GM sell cars, it was expensive.
With an army of workers and 100 to 125 trucks hauling the show
around the continent, it is estimated GM spent $5 million each

year. That kind of money would buy a lot of television advertising.
The Motorama name continues in the Toronto area. The sixth
annual “Motorama Custom Car and Motorsport Show” was
recently held at the International Center, near the aiport and while
there were certainly many custom cars to view, there were no
kitchens of the future on display.

We’ll provide the books
The Armchair Motorist has been serving
the national and international
automobile book market for over 50
years with “New and Out of Print”
materials. A large “in stock” inventory of
over 6,000 books on automobiles,
racing, biographies and historical
materials are available for the enthusiast
via the internet or by appointment for
viewing. Occasional collections on
aircraft, trains and boats also are carried

armchair motorist
Automotive and other fine books
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but not stocked in quantity. The stock
mainly deals with books, not manuals,
but some rare technical items do show
up and are inventoried. Inquiries are
invited for such technical material and
“want lists” are maintained. A search
service is offered with nearly 100%
success on many rare volumes. A large
inventory is maintained on most import
vehicles with marques such as Alfa
Romeo, Bugatti, Porsche, MG, Aston
Martin, Bentley, Rolls-Royce, Ferrari,
Jaguar, Mercedes-Benz, and of course
the “Big Three” Ford, GM and Chrysler.
Small marques are well represented with
stock from Abarth to Zagato.
Check out our inventory at:
www.ArmchairMotorist.com
Phone enquiries to 416 727 0441
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VIEW FROM
THE SADDLE

My trusty old 1957/58 “Frankenstein” that took me all the way from central Ontario to the east coast of Nova Scotia, Canada.
Note the “jockey shift” lever topped off with an “8-ball” knob. Pure period elegance!

Kick Start, Foot Clutch and a
Jockey Shifter
Taking an old 1957 Harley Davidson
on an extended tour of Cape Breton’s
Cabot Trail.
Story and photos by Ken Van Wyck, Moto/ology Contributor

O

nce upon a time, not so very long ago I owned a 1957
Harley Davidson. It was a complete runner. By that I
mean it was basically road-ready to ride once I sorted
the points-breaker out. It seems it was installed 180 degrees off so
it would almost start, but wouldn’t quite catch. The usual ritual for
starting the old girl was a bit complex. First, open petcock. Then
pull up on the enrichener (choke), twist the throttle wide open
twice to give a couple squirts of fresh gas into the S&S carburetor.
Then hop up on the kick starter pedal with the ignition switch off
to give it a couple of primer kicks. This “panhead” motor likes to
be wet for a good start. One or two kicks usually did the job. With
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each slow kick you can feel the compression stroke and exhaust
stroke. You must then find top dead center and the beginning of
the compression stroke. This is the part where you actually start
your engine. Turn the ignition switch on. With your left knee up
on the “pogo” spring seat, your right foot should be squarely set
on the kickstart pedal. In one fluent movement one must bounce
into the air, up on your right leg as you come down with all your
momentum onto the kicker pedal while twisting the throttle open
and if you’re lucky enough, this ignites the motor and breathes life
into the cast iron cylinders. If it doesn’t fire right up, then you must
repeat the aforementioned steps. If it didn’t start with your second
attempt, well—I hope you’re not in a hurry and you’re ready for
some serious cardio exercise!
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This particular old bike
was far from an original
panhead Harley Davidson
motorcycle, but it was in
very good condition. I had
got the bike from a collector
in the Buckhorn, Ontario
area who had it shipped
over from Europe alongside
a ’64 T-bird and a 50’s
original army Willys Jeep.
I described my machine
as a “Frankenstein” bike
because it was built mostly
with parts and components
found in swap meets
and flea markets. Even
though most bits were
genuine Harley Davidson
parts, a few aftermarket
components were also
used. The heart and soul
of this old ride was a 1957
FLH Panhead motor. It was
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Above and opposite page inset: A couple of shots of my travelling companions on some of the many scenic lookouts on the Cabot Trail on Cape Breton Island in Nova Scotia, Canada.
Photo courtesy Wicky Commons
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set in a 1958 swing-arm frame versus the
original “hardtail” rigid frame so it did
have shock absorbers that gave it a more
comfortable ride. The tins (petrol tank,
oil tank and fenders) were all painted to
mimic the original ’57 paint colours of
black and white. It had the all-new for ’57
“Hydra Glide” front end. A big, beautiful
reflective nacelle around the headlight
was actually shined-up polished nickel
plating—not chrome. It was stamped
with the “Hydra Glide” logo/script as
this was HD’s first adaptation of oilfilled shocks rather than the older, more
primitive “springer” type front end of its
predecessors. The wheels were finished

with black spokes and rims and were
wrapped with fat whitewall tires.
Stopping was far from being highperformance. The brakes were not
anywhere near as efficient as today’s
technology but given the top speed of
this machine wouldn’t set any landspeed
records, they were adequate. Both front
and rear brakes were composed of drums
and shoes.
The mechanical drum brake up front
was actuated by how much muscle you
applied to the lever on the handlebars.
This pulled on a cable to exert pressure
on the shoes against the drum. There was
no assistance with hydraulics here, just

“

muscle. The rear brake however, was all
hydraulic. The brake pedal at your right
foot had a link that actuated a fluid-filled
master cylinder that in turn, pressurizes
the brake line running to the rear brake
drum. Inside the rear brake drum was
a hydraulic piston set-up that applied
the force to the shoes and drum. It was a
common, typical period arrangement and
provided pretty good performance back in
the day.
The clutch was often referred to as a
“suicide clutch” because it was operated
with your left foot. There is no handlebarmounted clutch, so as you rolled up to
a stop light you needed to finesse the

The term jockey shift was used as it resembles a horse-racing jockey mounted
on his steed swatting the hind quarter of the beast to get him to run faster. While I
do not condone hitting any animals, this two-wheeled beast seemed to love having
that shifter stick slapped up and down through the gears. It was such fun...
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three-speed transmission into neutral
while rolling and apply the rear brake
with your right foot. If you could skillfully
find neutral, you would be able to lower
both feet to balance the bike at a stop. You
would then hold the bike from rolling
with use of the front brake. As you prepare
to pull away you must lean your weight
onto the right foot, apply clutch pressure
with the left foot, slap the jockey shifter
forward for first gear, idle up with a twist
of the wrist for some throttle and start
lifting your left foot to disengage the
clutch and roll away. When the sequence
was initiated flawlessly, you roll on the
throttle in first, then ease off the throttle,

depress the clutch with your left foot, slap
the shifter back to engage second, repeat
for third and give’r some more! I have to
admit, it sure felt bad-ass cool clutching
and slapping that jockey shift and running
through all three gears. The “jockey shift”,
for those that don’t know, is a short lever
located just below and outside from your
left thigh. Visualise if you will, as you sit in
your chair, just lower your left hand down
below your seat. That’s where the shifter
is located. It was mounted on top of the
transmission and works like a ratchet. The
term jockey shift was used as it resembles a
horse-racing jockey mounted on his steed
swatting the hind quarter of the beast to
get him to run faster.
While I do not condone
hitting any animals,
this two-wheeled beast
seemed to love having
that shifter-stick slapped
up and down through the
gears. It was such a fun,
old bike to ride and it will
always hold a place near
and dear to my heart.
And talk about fun to
ride—I rode that thing
from Ontario all the way
out to the east coast and
back home.
Among the many
points of interest I took
in while visiting Nova
Scotia, was a tour around
the Cabot Trail. Other
riders thought I was
crazy riding such an
old classic to the east
coast, let alone taking
it around Cape Breton
Island. I was warned
that the Cabot Trail is
hard on transmissions
and brakes. Well, I am
happy to report my bike
and I made it… mostly.
A planned night stop
near Baddeck left us with
only a short trip north to
Here’s just one view from one of the many scenic lookout points
catch the beginning of
we encountered. Breathtaking vistas revealed themslves once
the Cabot Trail, where we
the fog lifted on the Cabot Trail.
planned to ride around
the island in a counter-
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clockwise direction. Beginning early in
the morning of the next day and just after
a heavy night of rain, we planned to spend
all day meandering, stopping at every
lookout and enjoying the panoramic views.
Once the morning fog began to burn
off, we rolled out. We turned north on
Highway 105 after a quick fuel stop, then
onto Highway 30 or as it is better known,
The Cabot Trail Road.
With a fresh tank of fuel and a sense of
adventure we continued our trek north. As
we climbed in elevation, twisting around
switchbacks and hairpin turns, the fog
began to get thicker. Up until now the
sun was teasing us through the overcast
skies as we rode through puddles of fog
that seemed to be streaming from the
trees above and on the hillside beyond.
Soon the fog got so thick we couldn’t see
15 feet in front of us. My ears began to
pop as we climbed in elevation, then it
occurred to me—maybe this wasn’t fog
at all. We were riding in the clouds. Low
clouds I suppose, but we most certainly
had climbed some serious grades. The
old panhead reminded me she was old
and needed a bit of coaxing. After an
unnerving white knuckle ride through
the clouds, uh... fog, we safely pulled off at
the first rest area. It was a gravel lot. For a
look-out, there wasn’t much to see because
of the thick fog shroud blanketing over us.
It was blocking any view we might enjoy
but we could tell the sunshine wasn’t much
further above the fog cloud we were in.
You could almost see the glowing round
disk of the sun slowly burning through
the moisture-laden air. As we stood in the
gravel lot rest area we noticed there weren’t
any guard rails. Only low, dirt berms were
all that kept a vehicle from rolling over the
edge. Standing on top of one of the berms,
I picked up a stone and gently tossed it out
over the edge into the milky white space
below. I listened for the stone to strike
something, it seemed like an awfully long
three or four seconds passed before I heard
a familiar ‘thunk’ as it bounced off trees
and rocks. That’s when I took a step back
from the edge.
After this short rest at the edge of the
unknown, the sun suddenly began to
present itself and a warm summer breeze
began slowly blowing the fog and clouds
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My travelling companions pose in front of the lighthouse at Peggy’s Cove in Nova Scotia, Canada.

away out to sea. Finally we could clearly
see just how high we were at this rest stop
and just how far down the stone I tossed
had fallen before striking bottom. The view
opened up to show us the north Atlantic
Ocean. It was truly amazing. This was the
first time I had seen the Atlantic Ocean
from the seat of a motorcycle. Wow!
We continued our adventure, stopping at
all the turnouts with observation points to
really take in the rugged landscape. Every
turn presented a new and breathtaking
view. I never got tired of looking at the
trees, hills, valleys, ponds and streams.
When you got a glimpse of the ocean it
was always an entirely different view. By
lunchtime we arrived at Neils Harbour. It
came highly recommended that we make a
stop there for the best clam chowder in the
world. I was not disappointed. It was a very
hearty and satisfying bowl of soup that was
warm and comforting. We washed it down
with a light beverage then wandered out
to snap a few pics of the local lighthouse.
I took a few minutes to give the old bike a
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quick but thorough inspection and deemed
it more than ready to carry on with the
day’s ride.
I may have been a bit remiss when I
previously explained the procedure to kick
start this old panhead motor but suffice
it to say there is a very specific knack to
getting the old beast to fire on the first or
second kick. If it took more than 2 or 3
kicks you could bet you’re in for a vigorous
workout better than on any stair-climber
machine at the gym. The odd thing is, it
always seems to take more kicks when
people gathered to watch me start it. If
no one was watching, two or three kicks
max would breath fire into the old pan.
An audience almost always meant I’d
be kicking my heart out before it would
start—and as always, the more people, the
more kicks.
This particular time “more” had
gathered around as it had created quite
a stir seeing this elderly ‘57 all the way
from Ontario. Anyway, you know how
the saying goes, “there’s always one in
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every crowd”? Well at about kick number
twenty-eight a heckler started in on
me. You know the kind, chirping about
anything at all in hopes to get the crowd
laughing or to get into your head. He made
his way over to get a good look at what
I was doing. He stood right behind me.
Right in line with the muffler that was
hung on the end of the 2-into-1 exhaust
header. Now, I couldn’t have set this up or
staged it better if I tried. The bike finally
sparked to life. Actually it was more like
an explosion! A huge, black cloud of soot
puffed the most elegant smoke ring pierced
by a flame full of sparks right at the
gentleman in the middle of his chant. Then
the bike settled into that most satisfying,
rhythmic sound an old Harley motor
makes. You know, the ‘potato-potatopotato-potato’ slow lumpy, throbbing and
ready-for-more-road-rolling sound. The
crowd roared and cheered. I don’t know if
their enthusiasm was for me, because the
bike finally started or because karma came
to visit the heckler. At least he was good-
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The rest of the day passed
without incident. The
sky was a clear, pure blue
with barely a cloud. The
air was warm and calm,
with barely a breeze each
time we stopped to take in
the views. On some stops
looking out over the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, we could see
whales and kayakers. What
a site.
Onward we rolled and
not long later we cleared
the most northern part of
the trail and turned south
along the westerly side of the
Island. The shadows started
growing long as the sun
began setting towards the
western horizon of the Gulf
Above and below: My only mechanical issue on the entire ride! I had to make a detour to my cousin’s place and then into Halifax to
of St. Lawrence. We blazed
get a replacement for the old Harley’s primary drive belt. With the help of my cousin and my riding pals all was fixed in short order
and we were back on the road after only a brief delay.
a trail for Cheticamp and
made a short stop for coffee
natured about the incident, albeit a little
laneway was lined with several commercial and a snack. After we stretched our legs and
embarrassed, I’m sure.
fishing boats dry-docked for maintenance.
satisfied our biological requirements it was
Rolling through the gravel parking lot we The local residents waved and smiled as we time to hit the road again. Our hope was
headed back to the paved narrow lane we
rolled past making us feel welcomed and
to make it to Port Hastings at the Canso
had followed in. We enjoyed the leisurely
as if we were in a parade. We continued
Causeway for our overnight stop. As long
slow-paced winding curves and little hills
back onto the main road to continue our
as we got there before dark, we would have
through the village of Neils Harbour. The
expedition along the Cabot Trail.
lots of time to explore and take it all in.
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with a horse. It seemed pretty happy
to have visitors and the oddest thing
is there was a small TV and an LazyBoy chair, a rocker and a side table. I
thought this is pretty dang cozy for a
stable. When the kindly, old woman
came out to check on her guests, she
was bearing hot tea and fresh cookies.
I would have been quite comfortable
to spend an entire night there.
My cousin pulled up the driveway
and we loaded the broken down hawg
into the truck, cinched it down for
the trip back down south to Debert.
It was a very dark and rainy trip back
to my cousin’s house. I was actually
pleased I wasn’t riding in this weather.
The headlight on that old bike wasn’t
the brightest.
The next morning I caught a ride

into Halifax to an independent motorcycle
shop. The Harley dealership wouldn’t have
the old-style primary belt I was looking for
but I did manage to find one. By noon I’d
managed to get the bike back together and
once more, we’re ready to go.
Now it was time to head home. After
a quick service, oil change and thorough
inspection to ensure the Panhead was up
for the long trip back to Ontario, I loaded
up my things on the bike and prepared to
head out. When we turned for highway
104 east, I think my bike was actually
anxious to get home. Like a horse running
back to the stable she ran hard and strong.
Except for a good soaking in a few heavy
thunderstorms, the ride home was very
uneventful. I reflected on the adventure
that was quickly winding down. I was
feeling like I had been away for months and

at the same time, it seemed like I was gone
for only a couple of days. Two weeks of
riding had chewed up a lot of pavement. My
soul felt connected to my surroundings like
never before. There’s definitely something
about being alone on your bike, spending
hour after hour, mile after mile and day
after day that makes you see the big picture
more clearly. Yet, at the same time, you can
focus on the smallest details. Sometimes
it feels like an out-of-body experience and
still, you are so attuned to the moment, you
feel every flutter of the wind in your face.
Detecting a myriad of smells on the breeze
as you pass meadows, towns and forests.
It’s a feeling like no other. Riding down
east on that old Pan was one of the most
exhilarating adventures on two wheels I
have ever experienced in my views from
the saddle.

A great, big thank-you to my cousin who came to get me and the old bike in his truck and ferry us back to his place so we could make the necessary repairs!

We decided we’d make one more stop at
Margaree Forks for fuel and to check over
the bike then we could easily reach our
finish line for the night. Looking forward
to a few cold beers and some good food,
our plan was set. The bike started with
the first kick. It happened more often
than not, but it was always a big relief
when it actually started.
As we all pulled out onto the highway
the traffic was light. The bikes growled as
they accelerated. I might have been a little
too aggressive with twisting the throttle,
because suddenly the bike seemed to slip
into neutral. “That has never happened
before”, I thought to myself. I clutched in,
and checked the shifter position. Maybe
it popped out of gear? The bike idled to
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a stop on the side of the road. The motor
throbbed the familiar Harley idle. It was
ready to go but the transmission didn’t
seem like it was getting power. Then I
figured out what had happened. It seemed
like I’d smoked the primary drive belt.
My riding pals all supported me. No
one was ready to abandon me, thankfully,
and now the sky was clouding over. A
perfect reflection of my feelings at the
moment. Then a light drizzle began. Time
to seek shelter and call for help. There
was a small barn next to the road and a
modest farmhouse a short distance past
that up the laneway. The lights were on
and I could smell fresh-baked cookies. I
cautiously approached the house trying
to look as un-intimidating as I could.
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I knocked at the door and a kindly old
woman opened the door and with a
welcoming smile invited me in from the
steady drizzle. I declined as I didn’t want
to impose. I explained what had happened
and asked if she would mind if I pushed
my bike off the road into her driveway out
of harm’s way. It was now starting to get
dark. I had called my cousin in Debert
to explain my predicament and without
hesitation he jumped in his truck to come
and get me. He was three hours away so
I had to make myself comfortable. The
old woman offered me the barn to wait in
since I insisted I was not going to set foot
inside her home. I’ve seen too many weird
movies I guess. Anyway, as we settled in
to wait, I noticed I was sharing the barn
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The world’s longest covered bridge spans the the Saint John River from Hartland to Somerville, New Brunswick. It’s 1,282 feet or 391 metres in length!
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SWEET SIXTEEN
means “Bring Out Another Thousand”. In my experience,
that’s not a joke! When we arrived, Rod, at the marina was very
helpful by taking the boat out of storage, charging the battery
and putting it in the water. The owner of the boat had a cottage
on the lake, but lived in Crystal Beach, Fort Erie. He hadn’t used
the boat in a couple of years. From a distance, the boat looked
pretty good, but when we got closer, we saw that cosmetically
it needed attention. The boat had been refinished once but
whoever painted it had done a poor job so, it needed repainting.
It also needed the interior reupholstered.
With boats, the two main things to worry about are the
engine and the outdrive. Fortunately, both worked perfectly. We
asked Rod to do a cylinder compression test to double-check
the engine. The test came back A-OK, so... we bought it. The
next weekend we were back picking it up! When we arrived, we
found it sitting on the trailer that we had bought with it. We

The unexpected Donzi restoration...

Photo by Don Miller

Story and photos by Rob Reith, Moto|ology Contributor.

I

t all started with an
excited phone call
from my thirty-fouryear-old son, Robbie. He
was excited about a 1969
Donzi Classic 16 – a “Sweet
16” that he had just noticed
for sale. He explained that
it had the original Holman
Moody 302ci Ford engine,
and the original Volvo 270 outdrive ... and it was at a reasonable
price! I asked him, “Why are you telling me? I’m into cars... not
boats anymore.” His reply: “What’s the harm in going to see it,
Dad? We can take a drive to Bancroft (Ontario) and have a look.”
Somehow I knew this boat was going to end up at my house. I
also mused that the fact he’s a bit of a Donzi nut could be traced
straight back to me. Over the years, I’ve owned two Donzi’s. The
first, was when Robbie was around seven or eight years old. It
was a very rare, 24-Foot 1974 Donzi Capri, equipped with twin
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350ci Corvette engines. The second, I owned throughout Robbie’s
teenage years and his early to mid-twenties. It was a 22-Foot
1988 Donzi Classic, with a 460ci Ford engine.
For those not familiar with Donzi Marine, the company
was founded by Don Aronow in 1964. The first boat he
built was the Donzi 16-Foot Ski-Sporter, which soon got the
nickname “Sweet 16”. This model is still made today, and
hasn’t changed much at all. It is one of three models in the
Classic series. Donzi also makes an 18-Foot and a 22-Foot,
which, as already mentioned, I have owned. Don Aronow
is to speed boats, who Carrol Shelby is to cars. Donzi even
makes a Classic 22 Shelby edition... in blue and white of
course!
So, as the story goes, on a beautiful Saturday morning
Robbie and I head off to Paudash Lake Marine in Bancroft to
take a look. On the way, Robbie comes up with the idea that
“if it looks good, why don’t we buy it together!?” I reminded
him that owning a boat can be expensive and his comment
was– “so we can share the cost!” People joke that B-O-A-T
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paid for it and off we went! So much for being out of boats now!
Once back at my house, we immediately got started. First, we
had to get it ready for painting, which meant taking off all the
chrome bits. This took ’way longer than expected, but was worth
it because the end result turned out really nice. We decided it
should go back to its original colours, which meant a yellow hull
with a white deck and yellow stripe. The Volvo outdrive was also
repainted.
The following are parts that we had replaced or restored:
• chrome bits re-chromed and aluminum polished – all work
carried out by Cambridge Custom Chroming
• dash panel and steering wheel replaced
• original style hull decals – all supplied through the Donzi
Restoration Society
• new Holman Moody gauges - from Holman Moody USA
• new carpet, reupholstered interior and new Tonneau cover –
work performed by Tack Upholstery
• new steering system – from Jim Langley Marine
When the chrome and aluminum pieces were put back on,
the next step was to detail the engine. I detailed the engine by
hand. I painted it and shined up the chrome valve covers and air
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cleaner. I installed new tune-up parts and filters, repaired some
wiring to get the navigation lights operational, and hooked up
the new gauges. I had the trailer repainted, and the lights and
some wiring replaced.
Finally, after two years, we headed to the lake for a test run.
At first it ran great... but all of a sudden it started dying out. We
thought, maybe, it was starving for gas. After installing a new
fuel pump (which didn’t fix the issue) we finally found the real
problem. It seemed to be an old, deteriorated silicone rubber
seal, clogging up the fuel filter and intake into the gas tank.
Once we cleared that up, the boat was back running perfectly!
Today, with the project completed and the boat running the
way it should, this little “Sweet 16” spends two weeks a year on
Lake Muskoka, a few weekends on the Severn River, and a little
time on Lake Simcoe. It’s a pleasure to drive and is sure to draw
attention wherever it goes.
I want to thank my good friend Rick Lupson for all his help
during the restoration, especially, the wiring – and getting the
odd cold one, when we needed it! I also want to thank my son,
Robbie – the instigator of the whole thing, who also helped work
on the project.
Would I do it again? ...probably.
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Photo courtesy of Feathercraft.net

For information and background on vintage
Feather Craft Boats be sure to check out the
enthusiast’s website at: https://www.feathercraft.net

The Flying Boatmen and their
fabulous Feather Crafts!

I

n 1953, Colonel Scott Fellows of
the U.S. Air Force was stationed at
the McGhee-Tyson Airforce Base
in Knoxville, Tennessee amid the many
lakes and rivers of the area. A creative kind of guy, he
envisioned the boating equivalent to the popular airshow
acts of the time and decided it would be a good idea to “put
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Photos courtesy of “The Flying Boatmen” Facebook site

BE SURE
TO CHECK
OUT THESE
FASCINATING
WEBSITES!

on a show”, but on water. He formed the Flying Boatmen
Club and recruited a few members.
For the fascinating history of The Flying Boatmen
demonstration team and their Feather Craft boats visit the
commemorative Facebook site at:

https://www.facebook.com/flyingboatmen/
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STEAMY TOPICS
Well it looks like we got it completely
wrong in our predictions in the last issue.
Things aren’t opening up after all, there’s
a second wave of infections upon us and
it looks like we’ll have to hunker down
again. Hmmm... perhaps a good time to
throw on another log, sit back and enjoy
another issue of Moto/ology! Hopefully
we’ll get through this “second wave” with
less problems than we had the first time
around. We know more and we’re better
prepared and have a better idea of what to
expect. Here’s hoping.

WINTER THINGS

We’re going to try to do some research
into motorized things to do in winter.
Like head south to where it’s warm and
we can run our cars, boats and planes!
Unfortunately, with travel restrictions on
and quarantine rules being the order of the
day, we may have to take up some other
form of motorized amusement. I’ll let you
know what we find out

FLYING THINGS

More musings and things about some
seriously cool aircraft! With luck, we’ll
get that long-awaited visit to some local
airplane collections and museums. We’re
going to take a pass on the major thngs
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others cover and try to have a look at some
more obscure things that us regular-folk
don’t usually get to see!

of his travels and Lawrence has promised
some insight into the mad world of Moto/
Enduro riding.

CHECKING OUT THE CWH

WOOO-WOOO CHUGGACHUGGA

We still plan on taking that day-trip
to check out the Canadian Warplane
Heritage Museum’s Collection.
I know I’ve been promising this for some
time now, but things being what they are, it’s
just not come together...yet! Anyway, we’ll
try to head down to Hamilton, Ontario’s
John C. Munro International Airport to
see the famous and mighty Avro Lancaster
along with some of their most recent
additions to this important collection of
WW2 aircraft. We’ll find out the when’s and
where’s and bring you a report!

MORE FROM THE
LEFT COAST

Royce Rumsey has promised us another
installment from “out west” This time to
feature some very cool autos and perhaps
some high fashion as well! I can’t wait to see
what he has in store – it’s always exciting to
see Royce’s breathtaking pics!

MORE BIKE TRIP(S)!

Ken Van Wyck may be joined by our
Lawrence Hacking to give us even more
depth into the world of two-wheeling!
We’ll get another report from Ken on more
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Tim Miller has promised to give us a look
at an unusual motoring mode, the external
combustion engine!
Tim writes about one of his personal
passions... steam engines, specifically, steam
locomotives and the railways that started the
great mobility of the last couple of hundred
years!

PERSONAL INTERVIEWS

John Wright brings us more interviews
with personalities from the past. present
and possibly, even the future!
John takes us into the personal space of
some more fascinating people involved in
motorsports and gives us more great reading.

FEEDBACK!

In our next few issues we’ll be featuring
some comments from our readers! Check
them out and send yours in! This will be
the spot for our readers to speak out and talk
back to us! You should be one!

Photo by Doug Switzer

OK... SO THINGS AREN’T
OPENING UP!

Photo courtesy Wikimedia Commons

UP NEXT ISSUE

AND MUCH MORE!

Winter Issue of Moto|ology, coming soon!
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